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Introduction 
 

This volume is based on many years of lecturing on the topic of curating art at different 

universities and on teaching on this topic both online and in a lecture hall. It is also 

informed by many years of writing regular art reviews for a variety of media outlets and 

on many years experience in preparing, organising, co-curating and curating various 

exhibitions, large and small, both within a museum environment and outside of it - hence 

the title of this volume. The volume takes into account the manner of curating permanent 

displays in fine arts and applied arts institutions and the manner temporary exhibitions 

are staged in such environments, as well as the manner of art display within many other 

indoors or outdoors exhibition venues such as commercial galleries, private collections 

and artists run spaces.  

 

This volume contains descriptions of some theoretical frameworks guiding the principles 

of curatorship but it also points out the importance of taking into consideration 

educational value as well as some audience development issues.  

 

The volume consists of eight chapters. Chapter I (The Art of collecting: the meaning of 

museums) provides a brief overview of the history of collecting and museums, Chapters 

II (The art of collecting art. Galleries: national and culturally specific art collections), III 

(The art of display. Curating fine arts and applied arts permanent displays, the nature of 

art institutions and displays), IV (The curatorial rationale for a permanent display. 

Strategies for displaying museum objects and the public education value) and V (The art 

of art display. Curating art exhibitions in public art institutions) look at the curatorial 

practices within some fine arts and applied arts national and state institutions, both in 

terms of their permanent displays as well as in terms of temporary exhibitions mounted 

by curators of such institutions. The Chapters VI (The art of curating. Curating art 

exhibitions in commercial galleries; curating private collections) and VII (The art of 

curating art for contemporary audiences: Curating short-term and outdoor displays) are 

largely dedicated to curatorial issues relating to exhibitions of contemporary art and a 

variety of spaces that may be used for that purpose. Finally, Chapter VIII (The art of 

contemporary curating: the question of cultural identity) points out several issues crucial 

to contemporary approaches to curating such as the issues of cultural specificity, cultural 

sensitivity and cross-cultural audience development.  

 

The text is accompanied by a large number of reproductions illustrating particular points 

and issues discussed. It also contains a large number of links to websites, most of which 

are the official websites of major international art collecting and displaying institutions. 

Given that this is an electronic book, a reader is encouraged to follow these links from the 

text and to further explore not only the collections of these institutions but also their 

many other activities as they relate to the text in the volume. The volume also contains a 

bibliography which is not merely a list of titles used in writing this text but also aims to 

encourage a reader to further their research in the field of curatorship beyond this 

volume.  

 

The Author 
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Chapter I 

 
 

The art of collecting:  

the meaning of museums  
 

 

 

 

Where do the artworks live? From which pool of artworks can we select some of them, 

applying any one criterion of their selection, to present them at an exhibition? Art - and 

other - collections, weather private or public, are often housed and presented by 

institutions such as libraries, museums and galleries.  

 

The practice, and the art, of collecting is by its nature a cross-cultural construct. 

However, the history of collecting institutions, on which much of the contemporary 

museums and galleries practices are based, is a Euro-centric one.  

 

‘The construct of museum, even when it is closely connected to the field of the arts, is 

multilayered. A museum can be a temple; a laboratory, an archive or a school; the place 

where a myth is celebrated and cultivated; or a centre for analysis and research. There are 

the museums that expand their cultural influence, as well as those that collect the 

treasures and the documents. [...] Being capable of expanding on their basic aims of 

safeguarding, preserving and disseminating the documentation of artistic endevour, the 

museums must take responsibility for useful interpretation of this documentation, in the 

process also providing a philosophical framework.’
1
  - Franco Russoli, Pinacoteca di 

Brera, Milano, Arnoldo mondadori Editore, CEAM, Milano, 1970 

 

The word museum stems from the Greek term museion () as the ancient Greeks 

named the temple in Athens dedicated to the Muses, the divinities of artistic endeavour. It 

was situated not far from the Propylaea on the Athenian Acropolis where the 

commissioned site-specific artworks by Polignotes were exhibited in the first recorded 

public art display. The Museion was the place of worship to the Muses as well as their 

place of dwelling. As per the Greek writer Hesiod in his Theogony,
2
 the Muses were nine 

in number, the daughters of ‘the father of Gods and men,’ Zeus and the goddess 

Mnemosyne.  

 

It is not coincidental that Mnemosyne literally means ‘memory.’ Museion (and 

consequently the notion of museums) carries this additional meaning of the place 

connected not only to the imaginative human endeavour that the Muses reportedly 

inspired but also to the collective memory. Indeed, this is how the term was understood in 

antiquity: the Museum of Alexandria, founded by the Ptolemies in the third century BC, 

                                                 
1 Russoli, F, Pinacoteca di Brera, Milano, Arnoldo mondadori Editore, CEAM, Milano, 1970 
2 Hesiod, Theogony , http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/?redirect=true&trap=cgi-bin/text 
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was not merely a temple but also an institution of great cultural value that housed the 

library famous for its scholarship and research.
3
  

 

In some other Mediterranean cultures of antiquity, such as the cultures of ancient Egypt 

as well as in republican Rome and later on across the vast territories and multiple cultures 

that constituted that of the Roman Empire, the museums that housed important cultural 

heritage objects were situated not in some bank vaults but in libraries and temples. For 

many centuries since the Emperor Constantine’s embracing of Christianity, this tradition 

of collecting and preserving the objects of worship, cultural value and beauty was 

continued, with the objects that were considered to contain religious, cultural and 

aesthetic values often housed in the churches.  

 

The European collecting practices since about the fifteenth century also included a 

greater awareness of the value of the objects from antiquity. Such objects were initially 

perceived as part of a cultural heritage, and were later labelled ‘beautiful’ - and this 

contributed to the re-introduction of the idea of secular and private ‘museum’ collections 

in the Renaissance. The collections were brought together and housed by the Christian 

churches as well as the private collectors, usually the rulers, across Europe. The objects 

collected, displayed and used might have had a religious, cultural and even practical 

value, but most often they also reflected the value of ‘beauty’ as it was understood by the 

collectors.  

 

The artwork reproduced on the next page is a fresco by the Italian painter Raphael 

representing Apollo and one of the Muses in the company of some of the most 

distinguished poets. Parnas was painted on the wall of the Stanza della Segnatura in the 

Vatican where the Pope presided. Commissioned by the highest church authorities and 

accompanied by other frescoes meant to represent The Truth and The Goodness, this 

artwork was meant to represent The Beauty.
4
 

 

It is interesting to note that The Beauty here is represented as a gathering of Muses and 

learned and talented people who converse and play music, thus relating the construct of 

The Beauty to the construct of the arts.
5
  

                                                 
3 For the museums of antiquity, see Bojic, Z, Greek art and art historiography: definitions, Central Institute for 

Conservation (CIK), ICOM SEE and Singidunum University,, Belgrade, 2012;  Bojic, Z, Roman Art and Art 

Historiography: definitions, Central Institute for Conservation (CIK), ICOM SEE and Singidunum University, 

Belgrade, 2012 as well as Bojic, Z , ‘The texts of Pliny the Elder on the Arts and their Reception,’ in ed. Rastko Vasic, 

Danijela Stefanovic and Ksenija Maricki-Gadjanski Antiquity, Contemporary World and Reception of the Culture of 

Antiquity, International Scientific Conference, Serbian Society for Ancient Studies, Belgrade, 2011; Bojic, Z , 

‘Vitruvius in the 20th Century: The Caryatides,’ in ed. Rastko Vasic, Danijela Stefanovic and Ksenija Maricki-

Gadjanski, Antique Culture, European and Serbian Heritage International Scientific Conference, Serbian Society for 

Ancient Studies, Belgrade, 2010, pp. 48-62; Bojic, Z, ‘Pliny the Elder: Themes and Contexts,’ Classical Review, vol. 

62.2, Oxford, 2012; Vitruvius and Pliny the Elder on exhibition spaces of European antiquity, key-note lecture at 

ICOM_SEE conference, Nis, 22 May 2012 
4 To view the Stanza della Segnatura imagery follow the link: http://www.raphaelsanzio.org/The-Stanza-Della-

Segnatura-Ceiling--Prime-Mover.html  
5 These constructs and their co-relation are discussed in another e-publication of this edition by Central Institute for 

Conservation, Bojic, Z, The art of observing art, Central Institute for Conservation (CIK), ICOM SEE and Singidunum 

University, Belgrade, 2012  

 

http://www.raphaelsanzio.org/The-Stanza-Della-Segnatura-Ceiling--Prime-Mover.html
http://www.raphaelsanzio.org/The-Stanza-Della-Segnatura-Ceiling--Prime-Mover.html
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Raffaello Sanzio, Parnas, 1508 - 1511, fresco,  

Musei Vaticani, Stanza della Segnatura, the Vatican 

 

 

The seventeen and the eighteen centuries ‘museums,’ although based on the very 

collecting practices, introduced a revolutionary notion of the objects’ permanent public 

display, with the French National convention establishing in 1791 the centralised 

repository of various private collections in the Louvre.
6
 

 

 The era of Enlightment, which coincided with a set of great archaeological discoveries, 

introduced a scholarly approach to collecting, research and display of museum objects, 

kick starting the era of the establishment of great museums across Europe and beyond. 

First, this posed the question of what constitutes the national cultural heritage, the 

question that is today also being addressed through the debate on the burning issue of 

repatriation and restitution of heritage objects collected via different means by 

institutions that are not directly linked to the cultural heritage in question. Secondly, the 

era of the establishment of great museums necessitated the appropriate stately edifices to 

reflect the grandeur of the national cultural heritage. One such example is the Hermitage 

in St Petersburg,
7
 Russia (reproductions on the next page), whose first, initially 

comparatively  modest, collection was established by Catherine the Great 1764.
8
  

 

    

                                                 
6 To see the Louvre website follow the link: http://www.louvre.fr/en 
7 To view the collections of the Hermitage, follow the link: http://www.hermitagemuseum.org/  
8 Suslov, Vitalij, Ermitage, Avrora-Mondadori, 1979 

 

http://www.louvre.fr/en
http://www.hermitagemuseum.org/
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The State Hermitage Museum, St. Petersburg, Russia 

 

 
 

The Jordan Staircase at the State Hermitage Museum, St. Petersburg, Russia 
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Another such example are many museums established to house the objects of great 

cultural value outside the Euro-centric tradition, such as the Victoria Memorial Hall in 

Kolkata (Calcutta), India. Built from 1906 to 1921, the museum was designed by Sir 

William Emerson and its architecture displays the blend of classical European structure 

and the Mughal-styled domes.  

 

 

 

 
 

William Emerson, Victoria Memorial Museum, Kolkata (Calcutta), India 

 

The architectural styles used for building the edifices considered as appropriate 

repositories of cultural heritage treasures, were also meant to display the national pride 

and the state grandeur. Such an architectural practice based on these very ideas is 

similarly evident in the building of the early twenty-first century (art) collecting 

institutions, such as the National Museum of Australia (in contrast to the contemporary 

idea of the supra-national and global nature of cultural and arts heritage as reflected in the 

architecture of the Guggenheim museum in Bilbao, Spain and the future Guggenheim 

museum in Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates).  

 

It is similarly evident in the recent practice of building the virtual national cultural 

heritage museums among which is the Uruguayan MUVA - El Museo Vitrual de Artes, 

http://muva.elpais.com.uy/ - one of the oldest virtual museums. First established in 1996 

by a group of art historians headed by prof. Alicia Haber, MUVA I, now re-designed as 

http://muva.elpais.com.uy/
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MUVA II, has never existed outside its virtual reality - it is not a web display of an actual 

museum but a virtual interactive display of a fully accessible collection imaginatively put 

together and presented as a whole.  

 

   

 

 
 

El Museo Vitrual de Artes - MUVA II, http://muva.elpais.com.uy/ 

 

 

http://muva.elpais.com.uy/
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The notion of globalisation represents one of the key ideas that need to be taken into 

account when displaying museum collections to contemporary audiences.
9
 It is this idea 

that propelled the museums to the forefront in the field of web presentation of their 

collections. One such example is the very State Hermitage Museum in St. Petersburg, 

Russia, that has introduced a virtual gallery of high-resolution images from its digital 

collection. Hence it contains the displays of several of the Museum collections: Applied 

Arts, Archaeological Artefacts, Arms and Armour, Ceramics and Porcelain, Costume, 

Furniture, Jewellery, Machinery and Mechanism, Numismatics and Glyptics, Paintings, 

Prints and Drawings, Sculpture and Textiles.  

 

Museums that contain such large and vastly different collections are few, particularly as 

the functions and purposes of museums keep changing. Such collections as the ones 

housed under the Hermitage roof are often distributed to be permanently displayed in 

different museums, according to their types. One such example is Museo Archeologico 

Regionale in Palermo, Sicily, Italy, one of the most important museums of its kind in the 

Mediterranean, that was, although established as an arts and artefacts museum in 1866, 

transformed into the archaeological museum only after the Second World War. Today its 

collection includes exclusively Greek, Roman, Siceliota and Etruscan cultural heritage 

objects. Even more specific is the collection of the MCA in Athens, the Museum of 

Cycladic Art, that focuses on collecting and the display of artefacts of the Cycladic 

Culture (of the Early Bronze Age), the Ancient Greek Art and the (early) Cypriot 

Culture.
10

   

 

The Australian experience is somewhat different. The National Museum of Australia
11

 

was established in 1980, but its collections became available to the public only recently, 

at the dawn of the twenty-first century with the building of its modern and functional 

edifice in Canberra, the public display of the Museum collections and the institution’s 

public programs. The collections, that reflect the cultural diversity that form the culture 

of the nation, feature three themes: Australian society and history; Aboriginal Australia; 

and, people's interaction with the environment. The issue of presenting the artefacts that 

relate to Indigenous people and their heritage has been at the core of the very 

establishment of the institution, and remains an important direction in the development of 

the museum’s collecting and display practices.  

 

                                                 
9 Among the useful sources on various issues related to museum practices are: Anderson, G, Reinventing the Museum: 

Historical and Contemporary Perspectives on the Paradigm Shift, AltaMira Press, Walnut Creek, Cal, 2004; Carbonell, 

B, M, ed. Museum Studies: An Anthology of Contexts, Blackwell Publishing, Malden, Mass, 2004; Crane, S, ed. 

Museums and Memory, Stanford University Press, Stanford, Cal, 2000; Gardner, James B., LaPaglia, Peter S, eds, 

Public History: Essays from the Field, Krieger Publishing, Malabar, Fla, 1999; Macdonald, S, Fyfe, G, eds, Theorizing 

Museums: Representing Identity and Diversity in a Changing World, The Sociological Review, Blackwell, Oxford, 

1996; National Task Force on Emergency Response, The Emergency Response and Salvage Wheel, Heritage 

Preservation, Washington, D.C, 1997; Pearce, S, Museums, Objects and Collections: A Cultural Study, Leicester 

University Press, Leicester, 1992, Ripley, D, Sacred Grove: Essays on Museums, Simon and Schuster, New York, 

1969; Weil, S, Making Museums Matter, Smithsonian Institution Press, Washington, D.C, 2002 
10 To view the collection, follow the link: http://www.cycladic.gr/frontoffice/portal.asp?cpage=NODE&cnode=1  
11 To view the collection, follow the link: 

http://recollections.nma.gov.au/issues/vol_3_no_2/notes_and_comments/the_national_museum_of_australia 

http://www.cycladic.gr/frontoffice/portal.asp?cpage=NODE&cnode=1
http://recollections.nma.gov.au/issues/vol_3_no_2/notes_and_comments/the_national_museum_of_australia
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The National Museum of Australia, Canberra 

 

Martin Portus, the then Public Relations and Marketing Manager of the brand new 

National museum in an interview
12

 published in 2003 said:  

 

‘I have joined the Museum before it opened its doors, in April 2001, while it was still a 

national secret, immediately after the visit by the Queen Elizabeth II to the building site. 

Initially, we wanted the new museum to be embraced by the local population, and then to 

build a national consciousness about the national museum, a museum quite different from 

other museums. Eventually the Museum was opened in a ceremony over which presided 

the Prime Minister Mr John Howard.  

 

And everything went well, and I could see the fruits of my work over the period of many 

months, when I went to London, New York and Washington [to promote the Museum 

internationally]. Of particular interest was the Museum’s architecture. On the day of the 

opening ceremony, Canberra was celebrating – there were rock concerts taking place 

simultaneously on multiple stages, people were singing and dancing and all was fantastic. 

The next day, as I happily walked into my office, my first thought was: ‘Great, 

everything’s great.’ Then the phones started ringing. People started reacting to the 

Museum because it is controversial, because it is at the centre of the public debate on the 

issues of the republic, the stolen generations, the refugees and other important issues - 

suddenly I realised that nothing was over, that this was just the beginning.’  

 

As per Martin Portus, the Museum was critisised, right from the start, by ‘conservative 

media’ that called it ‘an intellectual hoax,’ and that accused the Museum of being ‘too 

focused on Indigenous issues’ and that it did not present ‘the real history of Australia.’ 

The debate has since significantly subsided and the Museum remains one of the most 

popular Canberra destinations.  

                                                 
12 Bojic, Z, Sunce juznog neba, pogled na umetnost u Australiji danas, Srpska knjiga, Ruma, 2003 
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However, it is indicative that, in stark contrast to many of their European equivalents, 

Australia’s largest and most popular museums are the institutions that house and display 

the collections that are mostly not specifically concerned with the aesthetic value of their 

artefacts. The National Museum of Australia is devoted to collecting and displaying the 

nation’s cultural heritage. Another similarly named institution, the Australian Museum in 

Sydney,
13

 with a long history (it was founded in 1827 and named Australian Museum in 

1836), is predominantly focused on collecting, display and research in the fields of 

natural history (with the collections of vertebrate and invertebrate zoology; mineralogy 

and palaeontology) and anthropology.  

 

Several institutions in Australia that carry the word ‘museum’ in their name collect and 

display the cultural heritage artefacts (and art), such as: Allport Library and Museum of 

Fine Arts  in Hobart; Art Museum of the University of South Australia in Adelaide; The 

Big Camera Museum of Photography in  Meckering; Castlemaine Art Gallery and 

Historical Museum in Castlemaine; Flinders University Art Museum in Adelaide; Heide 

Museum of Modern Art in Heide; Museum Victoria  in Melbourne;  The Ian Potter 

Museum of Art at the University of Melbourne; Museum of Contemporary Art in 

Sydney; Norman Lindsay Gallery and Museum in Lismore; Powerhouse Museum of 

Science and Design; Queen Victoria Museum and Art Gallery  in Launceston; Tasmanian 

Museum and Art Gallery in Hobart;  and the  Western Australian Museum in Perth.   

 

 
 

Museum of Contemporary Art, Sydney 

 

                                                 
13 To view collections, follow the link: http://australianmuseum.net.au/  

http://australianmuseum.net.au/
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Again, some museum institutions in Australia are somewhat controversial by their very 

name - if on one hand we have The National Museum of Australia that is concerned with 

collecting the artefacts of cultural significance and the Australian Museum that is 

concerned with the natural environment; on the opposite end of the spectrum is the 

Museum of Contemporary Art in Sydney (MCA): its edifice does not house a permanent 

(arts) collection and instead focuses on the temporary display of artworks gathered 

together from various sources and curated to form specific exhibitions.  

 

The MCA defines the contemporary art thus: ‘Contemporary art can be defined in several 

ways: art which is of this time; art which is recent, new or existing now; or art which 

follows modern ideas or fashions in style and design. It can also refer to museum 

collections from 1970s onwards.’
14

 The collecting practice of MCA includes: J. W. 

Power collection of contemporary art that consists of works by Australian and 

international artists 1960s -1989; the Smorgon collection comprising of 154 works by 

Australian artists from the 1980s -1990s; the three collections of Indigenous artworks 

(Maningrida, Ramingining and bark paintings); and The MCA Contemporary Art 

Archive that houses the documentation about the creative processes involved in making 

contemporary artworks.  

 

Hence the line that would separate the categories of arts and cultural heritage artefacts is 

blurred, as several different museum institutions collect Indigenous art objects but 

categorise and display them within a different context. Similarly, the very existence of 

the notion of the museum of contemporary art is somewhat controversial as the term 

‘museum’ indicates the collection and display of artefacts and artworks iconic to a 

specific cultural heritage, the notion that by default requires some historical distance 

between the time of creation and the time of the display of such objects.  

 

Most of the art collections in Australia are instead housed and displayed in a different 

type of institutions, public and private galleries. In the next chapter the collecting and 

display practices of public art galleries will be explored.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
14 http://www.mca.com.au/default.asp?page_id=7#a4   

http://www.mca.com.au/default.asp?page_id=7#a4
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Chapter II 

 

The art of collecting art. 

Galleries: national and culturally specific  

art collections and displays  
 

 

 

 

 

Which set of criteria can be applied to distinguish between the cultural heritage 

collections and art collections? There are no normative or prescriptive aesthetic criteria 

that could somehow ‘measure’ the level of artistic value. Even if we were to apply any 

one such criterion from any one era, the result would simply be a reflection of that 

culturally and historically specific aesthetic value or taste – and not some kind of a 

universal recipe for what we call ‘art’ and what we call ‘artefact.’ 

 

This very question has been at the core of art institutions collecting and display practice. 

The established mediums and materials used in creating artworks provide some very 

generic categories within which art collecting and display institutions can begin to 

operate. 

 

Hence several such categories are often used to describe art collecting and display 

practices by institutions such as pinacotheca (pinacoteca, pinacotheque, pinakothek), 

glyptotheca (glyptoteca, glyptotheque, glyptothek) and art gallery.  

 

The term pinacotheca has only relatively recently become the term used to describe art 

institutions that are focused on collecting and displaying of pictures, usually paintings. 

The word pinacoteca was used by the Roman architect Vitruvius in the first century BC 

in his ten books titled De Architectura.
15

  Vitruvius uses this word (translated by Morris 

Hicky Morgan as picture gallery) five times in his text, always to denote a room with 

paintings, mostly fresco paintings, prevalent in more luxurious Roman and Greek houses:  

 

I, II, 7. ... There will also be natural propriety in using an eastern light for bedrooms and 

libraries, a western light in winter for baths and winter apartments, and a northern light 

for picture galleries and other places in which a steady light is needed; for that quarter 

of the sky grows neither light nor dark with the course of the sun, but remains steady and 

unshifting all day long.   

 

VI, III, 8. .... Picture galleries, like exedrae, should be constructed of generous 

dimensions.  

 

                                                 
15 Bojic, Z, Vitruvije, O arhitekturi, Zavod za udzbenike i Dosije Stdio, Beograd, 2009 and in English translation by 

Morris Hickey Morgan: http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/ptext?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.02.0073 

http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/ptext?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.02.0073
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VI, IV, 2. .... Summer dining rooms [should be built to face] to the north, because that 

quarter is not, like the others, burning with heat during the solstice, for the reason that it 

is unexposed to the sun's course, and hence it always keeps cool, and makes the use of the 

rooms both healthy and agreeable. Similarly with picture galleries, embroiderers' work 

rooms, and painters' studios, in order that the fixed light may permit the colours used in 

their work to last with qualities unchanged.   

 

VI, V, 2. ... For capitalists and farmers of the revenue, somewhat comfortable and showy 

apartments must be constructed, secure against robbery; for advocates and public 

speakers, handsomer and more roomy, to accommodate meetings; for men of rank who, 

from holding offices and magistracies, have social obligations to their fellow-citizens, 

lofty entrance courts in regal style, and most spacious atriums and peristyles, with 

plantations and walks of some extent in them, appropriate to their dignity. They need also 

libraries, picture galleries, and basilicas, finished in a style similar to that of great public 

buildings, since public councils as well as private law suits and hearings before 

arbitrators are very often held in the houses of such men. 

 

VI, VII, 3... Such [luxury Greek] apartments have fine entrance courts with imposing 

front doors of their own; the colonnades of the peristyles are decorated with polished 

stucco in relief and plain, and with coffered ceilings of woodwork; off the colonnades 

that face the north they have Cyzicene dining rooms and picture galleries; to the east, 

libraries; exedrae to the west; and to the south, large square rooms of such generous 

dimensions that four sets of dining couches can easily be arranged in them, with plenty of 

room for serving and for the amusements. 

 

By its origin, the word pinacotheca is Greek -  + and it literally means the 

repository of tables or tablets. Given some further descriptions by Vitruvius about the 

appropriate subjects for paintings and the use of the then available colours in fresco 

painting, it is almost certain that the Greek and Roman pinacothecae contained murals, 

rather than the easel paintings on wood or other surfaces. One such example is this fresco 

from a pinacotheca discovered in a Roman villa in Pompeii near Naples, Italy. As for the 

easel paintings or paintings on board, the Roman author Pliny the Elder, writing in the 

first century AD, informs us of their existence and also provides some additional 

information about the popularity of paintings in the early Roman Empire, be them murals 

or paintings on board.
16

  

 

 

 

 

                                                 
16 Bojic, Z, Plinije Stariji, O umetnosti, Zavod za udzbenike i Dosije Stdio, Beograd, 2011 
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A pinacotheca painting, possibly the first half of 1c.AD, Pompeii, Italy 

 

Such pinacothecae may have resembled the later-age Kunstkrammers (art rooms), such as 

the infamous Kunstkrammer built in 1560 that formed the basis for the later 

establishment of the pinacotheque - Gemaldegalerie - in Dresden, Germany.
17

 Another 

major pinacotheca in Germany, the one in Berlin, is also named Gemaldegalerie,
18

 in 

German translation, whilst the three famous pinacothecas in Munich
19

 are called by their 

Greek/Roman name (in German spelling): Die Alte Pinakothek, Die Neue Pinakothek and 

Die Pinakothek der Moderne. Among other culturally specific pinacothecae are the 

historic National pinacotheque of Athens in Greece (established 1900)
20

 and the relatively 

recent Pinacothèque de Paris
21

 in France. One of the oldest pinacothecae in the 

                                                 
17 Bachmann, M, Gemaldegalerie, Dresden, Arnoldo mondadori Editore, CEAM, Milano, 1970. To see the collections, 

follow the link: http://www.skd.museum/en/  
18 To see the collections, follow the link: http://www.smb.museum/smb/sammlungen/details.php?lang=en&objectId=5  
19 See Dube, W, Alte Pinakothek, Munich, Arnoldo mondadori Editore, CEAM, Milano, 1970 
20To see the collections, follow the link:  http://www.nationalgallery.gr/site/content.php  
21 To see the collections, follow the link: http://www.pinacotheque.com/  

http://www.skd.museum/en/
http://www.smb.museum/smb/sammlungen/details.php?lang=en&objectId=5
http://www.nationalgallery.gr/site/content.php
http://www.pinacotheque.com/
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contemporary meaning of the word - a public art gallery that collects and displays 

paintings - is Brera in Milan, Italy.
22

 

 

 
 

Pinacoteca di Brera, Milan, Italy 

 

’Many art galleries that collect and display paintings were formed by putting together 

several private collections, acquisitions and donations. Such new acquisition reflected the 

individual and communal tastes of the era. Brera, instead, was formed as a whole, as part 

of a clear cultural program with the aim to establish a public educational institution.  [...]. 

The gallery of paintings and drawings was established in Milan between the late 18 c. and 

1809 as an educational institution that formed part of the National gallery of fine arts. 

From this role, Brera was transformed into an independent treasury of national heritage. 

Thus the arts got to serve a role to awake the national consciousness to the nation’s 

traditions and pride.’ - Franco Russoli, Pinacoteca di Brera, Milano, Arnoldo mondadori 

Editore, CEAM, Milano, 1970 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
22 Russoli, F, Pinacoteca di Brera, Milano, Arnoldo mondadori Editore, CEAM, Milano, 1970 
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Pinacoteca do Estado, São Paulo, Brazil 
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Although Euro-centric by name, pinacotheca had become a cross-cultural construct. The 

Pinacoteca do Estado (the State Gallery) in São Paulo, Brazil,
23

 is similarly an art 

institution that collects and displays culturally-specific artworks, focusing on the 

modernist art movements of Brazil, particularly the artworks by the artists connected to 

the revolution in Brazilian art, Semana de 22.
24

 Brazil’s Semana de arte moderna (Week 

of Modern Art), organised by young artists at the Teatro Municipal in February of 1922 

in the prosperous coffee-trade and industrial centre of São Paulo became known as 

Semana de 22. It marked the end of the era of classical and romantic art styles imported 

from Europe and the beginnings of modernism as an accepted and hence prevailing art 

practice in Brazil, and simultaneously augured the idea of ‘purely Brazilian’ 

modernism.
25

  

 

The writer Mário de Andrade explored Brazilian folklore, the poet Oswald de Andrade 

published his Pau-Brasil (Brazilwood) in 1925, and the work of the painter Tarsila do 

Amaral legitimised the avant-garde nature of the Semana de 22 by linking Brazilian 

modernism with French modernism. The other artists of the time similarly embraced and 

acknowledged Anita Malfatti’s works, particularly those from her exhibition in 1917 in 

São Paulo, and including her portraits of ordinary and poor people. Semana de 22 

established paths for the painters Emiliano Di Cavalcanti, Vicente do Rêgo Monteiro, and 

the sculptor Victor Brecheret who had lived in Europe, and Tarsila do Amaral whose 

modernist works in the period 1923 to 1930 drew heavily on the Brazilian visual cultural 

heritage, predating her shift towards Soviet-inspired socialist realism that corresponded to 

the Estado Novo era of the president Getúlio Vargas established after a military coup. 
26

 

 

The Pinacoteca reflects this revolutionary and post-revolutionary creative practice 

through its collections. This is in stark contrast to the nature of the collecting and display 

practice of the Pinacoteca’s sister institution, the Museu de Arte de São Paulo in the same 

city whose collecting and display practice includes collections of Italian, French, Spanish, 

Flemish, Dutch and German artworks.
27

 

 

The term glyptotheca (glyptoteca, glyptotheque, glyptothek) is a relatively recent 

linguistic combination of two ancient Greek words: – to sculpt; and  – a 

repository, not quite accepted in the standard English language dictionaries. It is believed 

that it was first used in its German spelling, Glyptothek, to specifically indicate a 

sculpture gallery in Munich, Germany,
28

 that displays the collection brought together by 

                                                 
23 To see the collections, follow the link: http://www.pinacoteca.org.br/pinacoteca/#!prettyPhoto/0/  
24 See Bastos, E, Entre o Escândalo e o Sucesso: A Semana de 22 e o Armory Show, Campinas, São Paulo: Editora da 

UNICAMP, 1991; Batista, M, R,, Anita Malfatti: No Tempo e no Espaço, IBM Brasil, São Paulo, 1985 
25 See Cavalcanti, L, Tolman, J, M, When Brazil Was Modern. A Guide to Architecture 1928 - 1960, Princeton Arch. 

Press, 2003; Coutinho, S, R, ‘Residência Nordschild - Contribuição de Gregori Warchavchick para Arquitetura 

Moderna no Brasil,’ Concinnitas no. 3, ano 3, Jan/Jun 2002; Ferraz, G, Warchavchik, MASP, São Paulo, 1965 
26 Bojic, Z, Imaginary homelands, the art of Danila Vassilieff, Andrejevic Endowment, Belgrade, 2007; Segall, M, 

Alexandrino, L, Museu Lasar Segall na década de 70: Da contemplação estética à Casa de Cultura e Resistência, 

EDUSP, São Paulo, 1991; Sullivan, E (ed.), Catalogue Brazil: Body and Soul, The Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, 

Guggenheim Foundation, 2003; Valladao de Mattos, C, Lasar Segall (Pintura e escultura), EDUSP, São Paulo, 1997 
27 See Bardi, P. M,  Museu de Arte de São Paulo, Arnoldo mondadori Editore - Companhia Melhoramentos de São 

Paulo, Milano, 1978; Bardi, P. M. Lasar Segall, Imprensa Oficial, São Paulo, 2000 
28 To see the collections, follow the link: http://www.antike-am-koenigsplatz.mwn.de/glyptothek/  

http://www.pinacoteca.org.br/pinacoteca/#!prettyPhoto/0/
http://www.antike-am-koenigsplatz.mwn.de/glyptothek/
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the Bavarian King Ludwig I of exclusively ancient Greek and Roman sculptures. Despite 

some damage to the building and loss of some parts of the collection during the Second 

World War, the reconstructed Munich Glyptothek remains the place that houses one of 

the most magnificent collections of ancient Greek and Roman sculpture, from ca. 650 BC 

to ca. 550 AD.  

 

Another Glyptotec, the Carlsberg Glyptotec in Copenhagen, Denmark,
29

 is not absolutely 

true to its name as in addition to a sculpture collection it also houses and displays a 

collection of antiquities, paintings and other artworks. Sculpture-specific collection and 

display institutions are relatively rare – instead they most often form part of larger art 

collecting and display institutions, such as art museums and galleries.  

 

The notion of art gallery comes from an architectural term - indicating that such an arts 

collecting and display institution is inextricably linked to the manner in which its 

collections are distributed within a particular space. Such a space need not necessarily be 

enclosed - indeed the Latin galeria and the Italian galleria (from where the word gallery 

entered into use in English language) indicated a semi-open space, a colonnaded passage 

or a balcony. In contrast to the stately architecture of a museum, a gallery was meant to 

be a sunny and airy pinacotheca (or perhaps a glyptotheca). Indeed, the very nature of 

such a pinacotheca is reflected in the architecture of several Mediterranean edifices built 

or converted into art galleries in the late Renaissance. One such example is the Uffizi 

gallery in Florence, Italy.
30

  

 

     
 

Uffizi gallery, Florence, Italy, exterior and interior 

 

As opposed to the Palazzo Pitti in the same city (designed as a majestic family home) that 

has since been housing an extraordinary seventeen century art collection, the building of 

Uffizi was designed in the 1560s for public purpose. Supervised by the painter and 

architect Giorgio Vasari and financed by Cosimo I dei Medici, the Uffizi was originally 

meant to house the offices of the state, and, inspired by the great classical Greek and 

Roman architecture, featured open-air colonnades on the ground floor, windows on the 

                                                 
29 To see the collections, follow the link: http://www.glyptoteket.dk/  
30 http://www.uffizi.org/?gclid=CLmChZCmtK8CFUkMtAodzHP_ig  

http://www.glyptoteket.dk/
http://www.uffizi.org/?gclid=CLmChZCmtK8CFUkMtAodzHP_ig
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upper floors, corridors that connected the two parts of the building and a corridor 

constructed above the bridge Ponte Vecchio over the river Arno (the so-called Corridoio 

Vasariano) that connected the Uffizi to the outskirts of the city.  

 

The Uffizi (and later on the long Corridoio Vasariano itself) was ideally built and placed 

to house one of the largest and most interesting collections of the Italian early to late 

Renaissance artworks. A portrait of the very founder of the Uffizi gallery, Cosimo I dei 

Medici takes pride of place thousands kilometers away and several centuries later in the 

Sydney’s Art Gallery of New South Wales collection permanent display.
31

 

 

 
 

Agnolo Bronzino (Italy, b.1503, d.1572), Duke Cosimo I de' Medici in armour, c.1545, oil on 

poplar, 86x67cm, Art Gallery of NSW Foundation purchase 1996 

 

Soon after the death of Cosimo, the objects considered to contain great aesthetic value 

                                                 
31 See Becherucci, L, Uffizi, Firenze, Arnoldo mondadori Editore, CEAM, Milano, 1968 
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were displayed in the Uffizi, and a short while later the gallery became open to the 

general public. The collections continued to grow throughout the seventeen and eighteen 

centuries, and were donated to the city by the last Medici, Anna Maria Luisa, in the 

1750s.  

 

In Australia, major art collecting and display public institutions are often called galleries, 

such as the National Gallery of Australia in Canberra or the Art Gallery of New South 

Wales in Sydney, both purpose-built. When their architecture is compared, the relatively 

recently built National Gallery appears to be significantly less suitable to house and to 

display its collections than the much older building of the Art Gallery of New South 

Wales.  

 

     
 

National Gallery of Australia, Canberra  

 

 
 

The Art Gallery of New South Wales, Sydney  

 

Established in 1967, first designed in 1968, began in 1973 and opened in 1983, The 
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National Gallery of Australia (NGA)
32

 houses several collections categorised as: 

Australian art, Western art; Eastern Art, Modern art; Photography; Crafts; and the 

Sculpture Garden.
33

 An entirely different institution is the Art Gallery of New South 

Wales (AGNSW, first established in 1847) in Sydney,
34

 now housed in its second home - 

its first home was opened to public in 1884, and the institution was relocated to its 

current edifice at the turn of the century. Its collections are categorised as: Aboriginal art 

(Yiribana gallery), Asian art, Australian art, Contemporary art, and Western art, with the 

smaller collections of African art, the art of Americas and Pacific art.  

 

The institutions’ respective age and their different histories are also reflected in their 

collections: for example, the AGNSW Western art includes works bought from Europe at 

the time of its establishment as well as the works from the Sydney International 

Exhibition of 1879-80 - in contrast to the later acquired eponymous collection of the 

NGA. Similarly, the Aboriginal art collection at the AGNSW is larger in its scope than 

that of the NGA. Perhaps most importantly, the development of the AGNSW Australian 

art collection (including Aboriginal art) is, as per the interview with the former AGNSW 

director Edmund Capon, published in 2003,
35

 one of the gallery’s priorities, with the 

NGA refocusing its attention to its other collections. ‘Our Australian art collection is 

perhaps the largest in Australia and consists of artworks from early Aboriginal art 

through Euro-Australian art to contemporary Australian art where we are perhaps the 

most active of all public institutions in Australia,’ said Edmund Capon in the interview. 

 

Most interestingly, the NGA collections include the artworks categorised as Crafts, in 

contrast to the AGNSW that in its collecting and display practice does not make such a 

distinction. The very issue of the distinction between the arts and the applied 

arts/crafts/design in collecting and display practices is discussed in the next chapter.  

 

 
 

 

                                                 
32 To see some of the collections, follow the link: www.nga.gov.au  
33 See Green, P (ed), Building the Collection, National Gallery of Australia, Canberra, 2003 

Russoli, Franco, Pinacoteca di Brera, Milano, Arnoldo mondadori Editore, CEAM, Milano, 1970 
34 To see the collections, follow the link: www.artgallery.nsw.gov.au/  
35 Bojic, Z, Sunce juznog neba, pogled na umetnost u Australiji danas, Srpska knjiga, Ruma, 2003 

http://www.nga.gov.au/
http://www.artgallery.nsw.gov.au/
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Chapter III 
 

The art of display. 

Curating fine arts and applied arts permanent displays 

and the nature of art institutions 
 

 

 

 

Public art museums and galleries display artworks in permanent displays. However, such 

art institutions are often categorised as those that display the so-called ‘fine arts’ works 

and those that display the ‘applied arts/decorative arts/design’ works. Some public 

museums specialise in collecting and displaying works exclusively labeled as applied arts 

objects (such as the Sydney’s Powerhouse Museum), whilst some galleries display some 

‘applied arts’ works alongside their ‘fine arts’ works displays (such as the Asian art 

collection at the Art Gallery of New South Wales, Sydney). Can a line be drawn between 

these two categories?  

 

The disciplines of art history and theory are less and increasingly abandoning such 

distinctions, also because much of contemporary art practice annihilates such a hierarchy. 

Similarly, contemporary curatorship - be it curating an art history display or a display of 

contemporary arts practice in either a public art museum and gallery or a commercial art 

space -  has become more inclusive both in theory and in practice.  

  

Contemporary curatorial approach in permanent display of collections in such institutions 

is based on several interconnected issues: the nature of the arts institution and its 

collections; the curatorial rationale for a permanent display (cultural, historical, thematic, 

retrospective, artform); and the display’s public education value.  

 

For example, the nature of the collections of the National Gallery in Canberra differs 

from that of the Art Gallery of New South Wales in Sydney as well as that from the 

Powerhouse Museum in Sydney.
36

 Whilst the National Gallery and the AGNSW mostly 

collect and display what is usually considered ‘fine arts,’  the Powerhouse Museum arts 

collection and display focuses exclusively on the ‘applied arts’ - indeed, the Powerhouse 

Museum, previously known as Technology Museum, has been called the Museum of 

Applied Arts and Sciences since 1945. However, the same type of object (for example, a 

19
th

 century scroll; the 20
th

 century works on paper and ceramics from Japan; the objects 

used in Japanese tea ceremony) form part of collections by different arts collecting and 

display institutions. Hence they may be displayed in the Powerhouse Museum as part of 

the museum’s applied arts collection permanent display; and also at the AGNSW’s Asian 

gallery as part of the Gallery’s (fine arts) collection permanent display. Among such 

examples are some traditional as well as contemporary works.  

 

                                                 
36 To see the collections, follow the link: http://www.powerhousemuseum.com/  

http://www.powerhousemuseum.com/
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AGNSW, Asian Collection, Japan, Maker unknown, Nô (Noh) theatre costume, c. 1800, silk and 

gold; ikat dyed threads for the warp; brocade weave using flat strips of gilt paper, 134.5 x 137 

cm. Purchased with funds provided by the VisAsia Dinner Fund to commemorate the Goddess: 

Divine Energy exhibition 2006 
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Powerhouse Museum, Asian costume collection, Maker unknown, Kimono, women’s, crepe / 

silk, Japan, 1900-1915, Gift of Mrs Judith Mason, 2007 

 

Interestingly, the National Gallery of Australia holds in its collections and display several 

artworks that precisely correspond to both the works reproduced above housed by the 

AGNSW and the Powerhouse Museum respectively. One of the NGA’s Noh robes, also 

used as an outer garment by a male actor, dates from the late 17th century Japan (Accn 

No: NGA 90.1774) purchased in 1990 corresponds to our example from the AGNSW; 

whilst one of the NGA’s kimonos such as the early 20th century kimono from Japan 

(Accn No: NGA 96.1099) purchased in 1996 entirely corresponds to the kimono from the 

Powerhouse collection.  

 

This difficulty of ‘allocating’ works to the categories of fine arts and applied arts is 

similarly evident when we consider some contemporary artworks. To which collection 

and, as importantly, to which display, may belong the artwork reproduced below?  

 

 
 

Yoon Kwang-cho (Korea, b.1946), Punch’ông ware jar (Powder green ware jar),  c. 1990, 

stoneware with slip decoration, 39x31cm, AGNSW, purchased 1992 

 

This artwork, a contemporary ceramics work purchased by the AGNSW in 1992 and part 

of the Gallery’s permanent display, would also hold some interest from the Powerhouse 

Museum, the only one of the three abovementioned institutions that specifically collects 

and displays contemporary ceramics. The AGNSW Asian art curators have interpreted 

this jar created by the potter Yoon Kwang-cho as the artist’s individual interpretation of 

an aspect of the Buddhist tradition. Bearing that in mind, the AGNSW’s Punch’ông ware 

jar could have also just as well formed part of collections and permanent displays in both 

the Powerhouse Museum and the NGA as both these institutions also collect and display 

(traditional) Buddhist ceramics, such as the examples reproduced on the next page.   
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Artist Unknown, Saucer dish, 'famille verte', porcelain, China, Qing Dynasty, Kangxi period, 

1662-1722, Powerhouse Museum 

 

 
 

Artist Unknown, Lidded funerary jar, stoneware, stoneware, 30.2x 5.4x15.4 cm, China, Song 

Dynasty 960–1279, Tsui Art Collection, NGA 
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These - and of course many other - examples accentuate the importance of the context 

within which an artwork is displayed. Clearly, it is the display of artworks that reveals an 

aspect of their meaning to such an extent that we even label works as ‘art’ - or as any 

other category - by the work’s display context. The most obvious example in the modern 

and contemporary curatorial practice of the work’s display context providing it a 

perceived aesthetical value is of course Duchamp’s Fountain and other ready-made 

works. 

 
 

Marcel Duchamp, Fountain, 1917, (with the exhibition entry tag), photography Alfred Stieglitz 

  

In the next chapter the effect of the manner of application of a curatorial rationale in 

permanent display is discussed within a case study of the AGNSW permanent display.  
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Chapter IV 

 

Curatorial rationales for a permanent display. 

Strategies for displaying museum objects and the 

public education value37 
 

This chapter is a brief case study of the display practices of the permanent collection at 

the Art Gallery of New South Wales (AGNSW) in Sydney and the manner in which such 

public display is connected to the Gallery’s public education and audience development 

objectives.  

 

It can be noted that different collections of the Gallery follow different patterns in 

permanent display.
38

 The curatorial rationale in the display of the AGNSW’s Asian arts 

collections
39

 as well as its Aboriginal art collection in the specially allocated space of the 

Yiribana gallery can best be described as a cultural display.
40

  

 

.  

 

Hindu and Buddhist art collection in the Faiths of Asia display, AGNSW 

 

 

                                                 
37 Vast literature in this field includes Ames, K, Franco, B, Frye, T, Ideas and Images: Developing Interpretive History 

Exhibits, American Association for State and Local History, Nashville, 1992; Belcher, M, Exhibitions in Museums, 

Smithsonian Institution Press, Washington, D.C, 1991; Reeve, J, The Art of Showing Art, 2nd ed, Council Oak 

Publishing Inc., Tulsa, 2002 
38 Karp, I, Mullen Kreamer, C, Lavine, S (eds.), Museums and Communities, The Politics of Public Culture, 

Smithsonian Institution Press, Washington D.C, 1992; Karp, I, Lavine, S (eds.), Exhibiting Cultures: the Politics and 

poetics of Display, Smithsonian Institution Press, Washington, D.C, 1991 
39 Menzies, J, The Asian Collections Art Gallery of New South Wales; Collector's catalogue, Art Gallery of New South 

Wales, Sydney, 2003 
40 Neale, M, Yiribana: Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander collection, AGNSW, Sydney, 1994 
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Judy Watson, (Australia, b.1959), The Guardians, 1986-1987, Painting/Installation, powder 

pigment on plywood, 5 figures,  180 x 58 cm (irreg.) each, Yiribana gallery, AGNSW, purchased 

1990 

 

 

The former Gallery director Edmund Capon thus explained the concept of Asian art as a 

cultural category, in an interview published in 2003:  

 

‘A significant aspect of our Asian collections is our determination to demonstrate that, 

whilst the arts and cultures of Asia are indeed ancient, they are also living, continuing 

and contemporary. Our collection of Asian art, from India to Japan and with particularly 

strong Chinese art and Japanese art collections, is perhaps the richest in the country. With 

the new wing, the Gallery will certainly become the most important center for collecting 

such works, for experiencing them, education and research in the field of Asian arts in 

Australia.  

 

Some collections of Asian arts in America and in Europe are very rich [...] It is 

interesting that America has some very good collections of Asian art, perhaps even better 

than those in Europe. We cannot compare to them. But outside London or Paris or 

Stockholm, there is nothing that can be compared to us. Switzerland has some 

collections, but not many. In Italy and Spain, for example, there are no museums of Asian 

art. In these countries, the arts of Asia are only the subject of academic research.  

 

What I would like to achieve here is that the arts of Asia becomes part of common 

consciousness. Once this collection finds an adequate place in the Gallery’s new wing, it 
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will become permanently present in public consciousness and we will be able to build 

continual program of activities.  

 

Then the arts of Asia will stop being considered as something foreign but accepted as part 

of everyday life. We have managed to achieve this shift in public perception of our 

collections with our Australian and Western art displays, and this is our strategy for the 

arts of Asia. We want the display to become integral and natural, living and kicking part 

of the Gallery’s activities.’
41

  

 

Similarly, the Gallery’s Yiribana display of Australian Indigenous art that includes both 

the traditional and contemporary art practices reflects the artistic and cultural values that 

these artworks convey.  

 

In the display of the AGNSW Western art collection in the old courts a historical 

approach is applied.
42

 The display includes paintings and sculpture displayed together to 

highlight the collections’ strengths: European art from the sixteen century in Italy and the 

Netherlands through to the nineteenth century, as well as the Gallery’s long history of 

collecting and displaying British Victorian painting and sculpture.   

 

   

Western art display, AGNSW 

 

                                                 
41 Bojic, Z, Sunce juznog neba, pogled na umetnost u Australiji danas, Srpska knjiga, Ruma, 2003 
42 See Spalding, J, The Poetic Museum: Reviving Historic Collections, Prestel, Munich, London, New York, 2002 
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Edward John Poynter (England, b.1836, d.1919), The visit of the Queen of Sheba to King 

Solomon (The Queen of Sheba before Solomon), 1890, painting, oil on canvas, 234.5x350.5x20.5 

cm frame, purchased 1892, AGNSW 

 

 

Thematic display is often used at the rotating exhibitions of the works from the Gallery’s 

collection by the twentieth century Australian artists. Several such longer-term 

exhibitions of key artworks from this collection had particular themes, such as landscape 

or urbanscape, that connected the works on display. Given the extraordinary size of this 

collection, only a fragment of it can be displayed at any one time and hence such a 

permanent display of these artworks is somewhat impermanent, allowing for such 

displays to also be understood as long-term exhibitions from the Gallery’s collection.  

 

Retrospective displays usually refer to impermanent displays and solo shows that present 

artworks by one artist in a chronological order. However, this very term is also applicable 

to the AGNSW’s display of its small but very valuable collection of European modernists 
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where one of the most distinguished work is Picasso’s Nude in a rocking chair 

reproduced below, the image which will be further discussed in the next chapter.    

 

 
 

Pablo Picasso, Nude in a rocking chair (Femme nue à la chaise à bascule, Mujer desnuda en una 

mecedora, Nu à la chaise à bascule, Femme nue au fauteuil à bascule), 1956, oil on canvas 195 x 

130, AGNSW, purchased 1981 

 

The displays of the Gallery’s Photography collection and its Twentieth century works on 

paper are as per their respective mediums. Parts of these collections are also sometimes 

displayed in a manner similar to the twentieth century Australian art collection  - as part 

of long-term (artform-specific) thematic exhibitions.  
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Common to all of these approaches are the issues at the core of accessible and 

educational presentation of the display. The accessible display is the term that touches on 

many fields related to curatorship, such as the physical accessibility of the institution’s 

built environment and structures (and the environmental monitoring and control), the 

issues of security and theft, as well as the issues that relate to the properties of the 

artworks’ materials (and related implications for preservation, conservation and 

restoration). The importance of striking the right balance between the physical 

accessibility of the display and the essential security measures has been highlighted by 

the theft in 2007 of Frans Van Mieris’ painting A Cavalier (Self Portrait) from the 

Gallery’s collection.  

 

The importance of taking into consideration the artworks’ materials (and related 

implications for preservation, conservation and restoration) in its display is highlighted 

by the display of works by the iconic Australian artist Ian Fairweather (United Kingdom; 

Australia, b.1891, d.1974) that, due to the artist’s use of the materials available to him, 

require some extraordinary conditions. Indeed, one of the artist’s works on permanent 

display at the AGNSW, Anak Bayan (reproduced below), can be seen protected by a glass 

case which ensures appropriate temperature, relative humidity, and light, and protects it 

from atmospheric pollutants.  

 

 

 
 

Ian Fairweather (United Kingdom; Australia, b.1891, d.1974), Anak Bayan, 1957, painting,  

gouache on cardboard on hardboard, 96.8 x 227.3 cm board; 109x241.3x9 cm frame, AGNSW, 

Bequest of Lucy Swanton 1982 

 

The accessibility of display, however, also relates to the principles of visual presentations 

related to the nature and artform of the works displayed. Thus three-dimensional works - 

sculpture, installation, many applied arts objects - require adequate space; paintings and 

large photography prints require adequate surfaces whilst the displays of works on paper 

often require protective glass cases.  
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Bearing in mind all of the generic accessibility issues as well as those applicable to 

specific categories of artworks, one of the most important roles of public arts institutions 

is that of public service. In Australia, the global contemporary climate that encourages 

the debate of such institutions’ business orientation vs. larger public good, is managed as 

per individual public arts institutions’ philosophy and business nous. For example, 

admission to all permanent displays at the AGNSW is free, but charges apply to some 

temporary exhibitions. Entry to the Museum of Contemporary Art (MCA) in Sydney is 

free of charge despite the continually changing program of temporary exhibitions. Whilst 

there is a general admission charge to the Powerhouse Museum’s display of its 

collections.   

 

 Although connected to several other areas, such as visitors’ study, publicity and 

marketing, the public arts institutions’ public education value is directly related to the 

curatorial approaches adopted in the display of the institution’s collections.
43

 The public 

education value also relates to several ancillary services provided by such art institutions 

that include the ancillary collections such as digital and non-digital audiovisual, slides 

and negatives collections; documents, manuscripts and archives ancillary collections, 

research, library and information facilities and services; and the educational and public 

programs tailored to compliment the display. Developing cross-cultural communication 

linkages, learning theory, and creating relevant focal points and forums for exchange of 

ideas are the basic notions that underpin a range of educational programs related to art 

institutions’ permanent displays. One such example is one of the activities as part of the 

AGNSW’s educational program.
44

 
 

                                                 
43 The Gallery regularly conducts visitor surveys. In addition to such documents, many of which are on public display 

including the website of Australia Council, the vast literature in this field also includes American Association of 

Museums, Paying Attention: Visitors and Museum Exhibitions, American Association of Museums, Washington, D.C, 

1998; Arts Victoria amd Australia Council for the Arts, Audience research made easy, Arts Victoria and Australia 

Council for the Arts, Redfern, 2005; Australia Council for the Arts, The world is your audience: case studies in 

audience development and cultural diversity, Australia Council for the Arts, Redfern, 1998; Australia Council for the 

Arts and Powerhouse Museum, Open up! Guidelines for cultural diversity visitor studies, Australia Council for the Arts 

and Powerhouse Museum, Redfern, 1996; Bennett, T, Council, A, The Reluctant Museum Visitor: A Study of Non-

Goers to History Museums and Art Galleries, Australia Council, Redfern, NSW, 1994; Lang, C, J Reeve, Woollard, V, 

The Responsive Museum: Working with Audiences in the Twenty-First Century, Ashgate, Aldershot, Hants, 2006; 

Siller, Mary Ann, Joffee, Elga, Reaching Out, American Foundation for the Blind Press, New York, 1999  
44 Literature which specifically deals with issues of museum/gallery (art) education include Chadwick, A, Stannertt, A 

(eds.), Museums and the Education of Adults, National Institute for Adult Continuing Education, Leicester, 1995; 

Cunningham, M, The Interpreters Training Manual for Museums, American Association of Museums, Washington, 

D.C, 2004; Durbin, G, et al. A Teacher's Guide to Learning from Objects, Department of National Heritage, . London, 

1991; Falk, J., Dierking, L, Free-Choice Learning, AltaMira Press, Walnut Creek, Cal, 2002; Falk, J, Dierking, L, 

(eds.), Public Institutions for Personal Learning. American Association of Museums, Washington, D.C, 1995; Grinder, 

Alison L., McCoy, S, The Good Guide: A Sourcebook for Interpreters, Docents and Tour Guides, Ironwood 

Publishing, Scottsdale, Ariz, 1985; Hein, G, Learning in the Museum, Routledge, London, 1998; Hirsch, J, Silverman, 

L, Transforming Practice: Selections from the Journal of Museum Education 1992-1999, Museum Education 

Roundtable, Washington, D.C, 2000; Hooper-Greenhill, E (ed.), Working in Museum and Gallery Education, Leicester 

University Press, Leicester, 1992; Hooper-Greenhill, E, (ed.), The Educational Role of the Museum, Routledge, 

London, 1999; Hooper-Greenhill, E, Museums and the Shaping of Knowledge, Routledge, London, 1992; Prunster, U, 

Cooper, J, Educational kit; Aspects of Australian art, AGNSW, Sydney, 2000; Roberts, L, From Knowledge to 

Narrative: Educators and the Changing Museum,Smithsonian Institution Press, Washington, D.C, 1997; Anderson, D, 

Horlock, N, Jackson, T, Testing the Water: Young People and Galleries, Tate Gallery Liverpool, Liverpool University 

Press, 2000; Journal of Museum Education http://www.mer-online.org 

http://www.mer-online.org/
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Under the title ‘Character tours’ the AGNSW staged a week-long free event over the 

summer school holidays aimed at educating the audiences about Edward Poynter’s 

painting on permanent display, its story, and some aspects of the Gallery’s broader 

display and collections. The printed advertisement for the tour (reproduced on the 

previous page) reads: ‘Meet the Queen of Sheba, an Ancient queen like you've never 

seen, as she leads tours through the Gallery's Old Courts. Performed by Fatima Palces.’ 

 

This very painting served as a starting point for an extraordinary temporary exhibition 

Orientalism, curated by Roger Benjamin in 1997 specifically for the AGNSW then 

touring nationally. In a similar vein, the work by Picasso reproduced in this chapter 

formed the starting point in the curator Terence Maloon’s work of the important 

exhibition Picasso: The Last Decades in 2003 in the same institution. In the next chapter 

the curatorial practices employed in curating temporary art displays and touring 

exhibitions will be analysed.  
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Chapter V 

 

The art of art display. 

Curating art exhibitions in public art institutions45 
 

 

 

"In a good and effective exhibition you must tell a story, and tell it well ... making it 

comprehensible to people who will view it," John McDonald, art critic, in an interview 

broadcast on SBS and then published.
46

 

 

This simple and seemingly obvious statement addresses several of the most important 

curatorial issues: the ‘story’ of the exhibition, the manner in which the story is being told 

and the manner in which it is heard by its audiences. To convey this very idea, 

contemporary curatorship utilises the terms: content, concept and community. These very 

principles are of course applicable to curating permanent displays as well as temporary 

exhibitions. However, the manner in which the story is told and the audiences it addresses 

often differs even within the same institution.  

 

One such example is the work The visit of the Queen of Sheba to King Solomon (The 

Queen of Sheba before Solomon) by Edward John Poynter, 1890, painting, oil on canvas, 

234.5 x 350.5 x 20.5 cm frame, purchased 1892, AGNSW, reproduced in the previous 

chapter. It is on permanent display in the AGNSW as part of the institution’s Western art 

collection. It was purchased by the AGNSW from Thomas McLean Gallery in 1892, only 

two years after Thomas McLean had purchased the work directly from the artist.  

 

The work ‘can be contextualised against a craze for orientalist narratives in literature, 

music and visual art,’ as the AGNSW curators put it.
47

 Indeed, it was exhibited in this 

context as part of the thematic and historical exhibition Love and Death: art in the age of 

Queen Victoria, curated by Angus Trumble, at the AGNSW, from 16 March to 12 May 

2002; as well as part of the exhibition celebrating the artists of Victorian era, Victorian 

Olympians, curated by Renée Free, AGNSW, 26 September to 26 October 1975 (then 

touring interstate). When put in a different context, as the focal point of the exhibition 

Orientalism - Delacroix to Klee, curated by Roger Benjamin (and accompanied by 

smaller related displays curated by Mounira Khemir, Ursula Prunster and Lynne 

Thornton), at the very AGNSW, from 6 December 1997 to 22 February 1998, the same 

work told a different story: the one that accentuated - and defined - aesthetical and 

philosophical values of art colonialism.  

                                                 
45 The literature in this field includes: Greenberg, R, Ferguson, B, Nairne, S (eds.), Thinking About Exhibitions, 

Routledge, New York, 1996; Hall, M, On Display: a Design Grammar for Museum Exhibitions, Lund H, London, 

1987; Klein, L, Exhibits: Planning and Design, Madison Square Press, New York, 1986; Lord, B, Lord, G, The 

Management of Museum Exhibitions, Walnut Creek, AltaMira Press, Cal, 2002; Witteborg, L, Good Show! A Practical 

Guide for Temporary Exhibitions, 2nd ed. Smithsonian Institution Traveling Exhibition Service, Washington, D.C, 

1991 
46 Bojic, Z, Sunce juznog neba, pogled na umetnost u Australiji danas, Srpska knjiga, Ruma, 2003 
47 Ibid. 
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The idea, or the main argument of the story that is told by an exhibition, is usually shaped 

by several factors that form the exhibition’s context. They include the exhibition’s 

context within an institution’s overall objectives and activities, its context within the 

broader field of scholarship, research and (re-)evaluation of certain art phenomena, and 

the context shaped by socio-political factors.
48

 An example of an exhibition that was 

shaped by the factors mentioned above is a large show Federation, Australian art and 

society 1901-2001, curated by John McDonald, at the National Gallery of Australia, 8 

December 2000 - 11 February 2001,
49

 then touring interstate.  
 

Labeled by the Gallery as ‘the most comprehensive survey of Australian art since the 

Bicentennial exhibitions of 1988,’ the display was meant to reflect the changing image of 

what has defined the art practice in Australia over the period of one hundred years. The 

socio-political factors that have shaped the very staging of this exhibition in the national 

art institution are self-evident.  
 

The context of this exhibition within the objectives and activities of the NGA emerge 

upon conducting some research into the history of curatorial practice within the 

institution and the history of institution itself. About two years before the exhibition was 

staged, the NGA appointed its new director, Dr Brian Kennedy as well as the new Head 

of Australian art (and the curator of the Federation) John McDonald, upon whose 

appointment - and guided by the idea of opening up the institution to the broadest public - 

the entry fees to the Gallery were scrapped. In the previous period, the NGA was 

managed for almost eight years by Betty Churcher, dubbed ‘Betty Blockbuster’ because 

of her extraordinary success in the NGA staging blockbuster exhibitions. Almost 

exclusively, these successful and large shows presented works by major overseas artists 

to Australian audiences - with most of these shows being curated overseas.
50

  
 

This list includes Civilisation: Antiquities from the British Museum (1990), Rubens and 

Italian Renaissance (1992), The Age of Angkor: Treasures from the National Museum of 

Cambodia (1992), Surrealism: overnight revolution (1993), Turner (1996), Paris at the 

turn of the century (1997). In that period, the Gallery shows attracted large numbers of 

people from across Australia, Canberra’s cultural and tourism industries were stimulated 

into extraordinary growth and the NGA positioned itself as the major art display (as well 

as art collecting) institution in Australia.  
 

Building up on this experience and such a public perception of the Gallery’s significance, 

the Federation exhibition was guided by the idea of a blockbuster show of the works by 

Australian artists and curated by an Australian curator. The previous NGA director Betty 

Churcher was credited, among other important works, with the Gallery’s purchase of 

Arthur Streeton’s Golden Summer, Eaglemont, 1889, reproduced below.  

 

                                                 
48 See McLean, K, Planning for People in Museum Exhibitions, Association of Science-Technology Centers, 

Washington, D.C, 1993; Miles, R. M. Alt, Gosling, D, Lewis, D, Tout, A, The Design of Educational Exhibits, 2nd ed. 

Unwin Heyman, London, 1988 
49 See www. nga.gov.au/federation/ 
50 Bojic, Z, Sunce juznog neba, pogled na umetnost u Australiji danas, Srpska knjiga, Ruma, 2003 
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Arthur Streeton’s (Australia, 1867-1943) Golden Summer, Eaglemont, 1889, oil on canvas 81.3 x 

152.6 cm, National Gallery of Australia, Canberra 
 

The Federation exhibition was credited as the first venue to display a new NGA 

acquisition at the time, John Olsen’s Sydney Sun (in the presence of the artist), 

reproduced below.  
 

 
 

John Olsen (Australia, born 1928), Sydney Sun (King Sun), 1965, painting, oil on three plywood 

panels, overall 305 x 412.5 x 5 cm, purchased with funds from the Nerissa Johnson Bequest 2000, 

National Gallery of Australia, Canberra 
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Hence, the starting point in curating the Federation were several major and 

interconnected ideas: the idea of Australia celebrating the centenary of federation, the 

idea of the art show being a reflection of Australian art practice over the period of one 

hundred years, the idea of the display being attractive, truly open and intellectually 

accessible to all visitors, and the idea that the exhibition was to link vastly different 

works into one coherent display. So how did the curator manage to do that? 

 

The Federation show comprised of seven major themes, rather, seven smaller 

exhibitions, brought together into a cohesive whole. Each of the six of the smaller 

exhibitions presented artworks from the period of one hundred years, but not in a 

chronological order, whilst the section Beginnings presented the artworks that 

documented the birth of Australia as a nation. The other themes were: the Land 

(Australian landscape), Cities and Suburbs (Australian urbanscapes and people), Boom 

and Bust (social realist works), Patriotic Duty (Australia at war), At Ease (sports and 

leisure as the phenomena that define the nation), and Encounters (artists’ comments on a 

range of Australia’s social and political issues).  

 

Among hundreds of artworks displayed, many were created by Australian Indigenous 

artists and presented alongside the artworks created by other Australian artists - not as a 

separate entity as has often been the case in curatorial practices of a large number of 

permanent and temporary displays at major art institutions in Australia. Similarly, the 

‘icons’ of Australian art gathered from major art collections were displayed alongside 

lesser-known works gathered from smaller collections and the artists themselves. By 

selecting such disparate works, the curator managed to put forward a personal and 

individual view that in actual fact shaped the exhibition. In doing so, the curator managed 

to convey his perspective on what constitutes the Australian national psyche, 

accentuating the polyphony of Australian artists’ take on archetypal notions of 

(Australian) hero, (Australian) myth and folklore, and the insularity of (Australian) life. 

The exhibition received controversial responses, but the criticism provoked by this show 

is beyond our point as the critical arguments voiced out are largely inapplicable to the 

curatorial ideas.  

 

An example of an entirely different curatorial context is the case of the thematic 

retrospective solo exhibition Picasso: the Last Decades, curated by Terence Maloon, at 

the Art Gallery of New South Wales, 9 November 2002 - 16 February 2003. The display 

itself represented a piece of scholarship, a wonderfully well visually argued thesis on the 

value of Picasso’s work in the later period of the artist’s life.
51

 The starting point of the 

show was the curator’s refute of the idea, put forward by several influential scholars, that 

Picasso’s later work demonstrated a dramatic decline in its creative, artistic and aesthetic 

value.  

 

The curator’s own research and analysis of Picasso’s late oeuvre led him to mount a show 

that in fact demonstrated the richness of the artists’ ideas and his extraordinary creative 

powers in this period. To begin his argument that was supported by Picasso’s artworks 

                                                 
51See Serrell, B, Exhibit Labels: An Interpretative Approach, AltaMira Press, Walnut Creek, Cal, 1996 
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executed in a variety of media, the curator focused on one work by Picasso, the Nude in a 

rocking chair, 1956, from the collection of AGNSW (reproduced in our previous lecture).   
 

The exhibition explanatory notes read: ‘Ever since the Pompidou-Tate Gallery exhibition 

of 1988 - an important exhibition which finally secured the reputation of Late Picasso - it 

has been a curatorial ambition of the Gallery to create an exhibition which contextualises 

this prized painting within Picasso's oeuvre.’ How did such a scholarly exhibition fit in 

within the context of the curatorial practice and the collections of the institution for which 

it was curated?  
 

The former AGNSW director Edmund Capon said in an interview published in 2003: 

‘Our exhibition program is mostly an extension to what is already there in the AGNSW 

collections. Good examples are our recent exhibitions Buddha and Picasso. Picasso’s 

starting point is one painting from the Gallery collection and the show is mounted around 

it. Audiences are particularly interested in such shows that have their roots in the 

institution. We are trying to develop this further and thus enhance the understanding of 

the significance of our collections. In doing so, we are drawing on our particular strengths 

that are different from the strengths of any other art institution.’
52

  
 

Given the profile of its twentieth century Western art collection, the AGNSW could have 

mounted several entirely different exhibitions also starting from one, or several, of 

Picasso’s works in its holdings. Indeed, Picasso’s works from the AGNSW collection 

reproduced below and on the next page were exhibited together – telling an entirely 

different story - in the show Modernism 1900-1950 - Prints and Drawings from the 

Collection, curated by Renée Free, AGNSW, 23 July to 25 September 1994. Needless to 

say, the spatial requirements in the built environment of the public display of this 

imagery are somewhat restricted here.   

 

     
 

Pablo Picasso, The dragonfly (La libelluce) and The monkey (Le singe) from the suite L'Histoire 

Naturelle , 1936, print, sugar-lift aquatint, 27.3 x 21 cm image, AGNSW 7898, purchased 1947 

and 1946 respectively 

                                                 
52 Bojic, Z, Sunce juznog neba, pogled na umetnost u Australiji danas, Srpska knjiga, Ruma, 2003 
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Pablo Picasso, The spider (L'araigné) and The wasp (La guêpe) from the suite L'Histoire 

Naturelle, 1936, print, sugar-lift aquatint, 27.3 x 21 cm, AGNSW 7896, purchased 1946 

 

 

       
 

Pablo Picasso, The frugal repast  (Le repas frugal, The frugal meal) from Suite des 

Saltimbanques, 1904, print, etching, 46.3x37.7cm platemark, Winifred Vere Hole Bequest Fund 

1994, AGNSW 223.1994 

 

Pablo Picasso, Still life, fruit, dish  (Nature morte, compotier; Still life with fruit dish), 1909, 

print, drypoint, 13x11.cm image, purchased 1986, AGNSW 60.1986 
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Pablo Picasso, Young man with mask of a bull, faun and profile of a woman (Jeune homme au 

masque de taureau, faune et profil de femme), 1934, print, etching, 22.3x31.1cm platemark, 

purchased 1988, AGNSW, 492.1988 

 

 
 

Pablo Picasso, Minotaur attacking an Amazon, 1933, print, etching, 19.2x26.7 cm image, 

purchased 1980, AGNSW, 132.1980 
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Pablo Picasso, Sculptor and standing model  from The Vollard Suite, 1933, print, etching, 36.8 x 

29.7 cm platemark, Sali Herman Fund 1974, AGNSW 143.1974 

 

Terence Maloon, the curator of Picasso: The last decades, chose to tell the story of the 

artist’s creative maturity by displaying more than 80 paintings and works on paper that 

Picasso made between the ages of 71 and his death at 91. The show was contained within 

seven rooms of the exhibition space, each coloured and lit to compliment the works 

displayed, with one of the rooms almost replicating one of the artist’s studios of the time. 

The exhibition design, graphics and signage (labelling, explanatory notes and texts) 

provided sufficient information in a discreet manner.  

 

To compile the show that first consisted of a single work, the curator relied on loans from 

art institutions across the globe and which included late etchings made with printer Piero 

Crommelynck - Suites 347 and 156, key paintings from the Tate collection, Beyeler 

Collection and the collection of the younger artist David Hockney, and the 

extraordinarily powerful work, crucial to this show, the Self Portrait Facing Death, 1972, 

from the Fuji Television Gallery, Japan (reproduced on the next page).  
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Pablo Picasso, Self Portrait Facing Death, 1972, pencil and crayon on paper 65.7x50.5 cm, Fuji 

Television Gallery, Tokyo, Japan 

 

Through such a selection and the corresponding design of the exhibition, the curator told 

a story that strongly resonated with audiences. Talking about his curatorial approach, 

Maloon said in a radio interview: ‘A curator offers an interpretation, an interpretation that 

should be advantageous to the artist.’ 

 

A curator’s interpretation is, however, not restricted to the visual aspect of an exhibition. 

The physical orientation at the exhibition Picasso was accompanied by the intellectual 
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orientation - the Gallery published the catalogue and compiled the public program 

activities including lectures and floor talks that enhanced the exhibition’s value by 

attracting and educating its audiences. Terence Maloon himself has had a long experience 

not only as a curator and scholarly writer but also as an art critic and as an expert in 

creating and conducting public programs at the very AGNSW. Hence, his lecture was 

titled: Impossible Picassos: Exhibition Secrets. 

 

The purpose and content of exhibition catalogues has dramatically changed over the past 

two decades. The art book publisher Lou Klepac said: ‘The catalogues and monographic 

studies are so much more than the text - they also promote the artworks. Many people in 

Australia live in those parts where they cannot see many exhibitions. Such publications 

are of vital importance in Australia which is such a large country. As if they were an 

aqueduct that brings the water from Sydney and other art centres to far away places. The 

books are the heralds of the arts. If you produce a good book, you have promoted the arts. 

If the book is not good, the people would say I don’t like this artist,  even though the 

artist may be better than the book shows.  

 

The book should contribute to the reader becoming interested and going to see the 

artworks. For example, I think that the catalogue of Morandi’s exhibition [Giorgio 

Morandi: The dimension of inner space, curated by Lou Klepac, AGNSW, 9 May to 13 

July 1997] perhaps attracted some people to come and see the exhibition itself or 

paintings by Morandi on permanent display from the Gallery collection. In Australia’s 

public art collections today there are three paintings by Morandi - one each in Sydney, 

Perth and Canberra. Perhaps those who see the catalogue may become interested in 

seeing the artworks. Seeing even half a painting by Morandi is a big thing,’ said Lou 

Klepac, the curator of the Morandi exhibition, the author of the exhibition catalogue 

Giorgio Morandi: The dimension of inner space, The Beagle Press, 1997, and its 

publisher, in an interview published in 2003.
53

  

 

Almost echoing these words are the words of Edmund Capon, the former director of the 

AGNSW, who said, also in an interview published in the same publication, that the 

catalogue edited by Jackie Menzies for the exhibition Buddha: Radiant Awakening at the 

AGNSW, 10 November 2001 to 24 February 2002, was bought not only by the visitors of 

the show but also by scholarly and major art collecting public institutions in the USA and 

Britain. The content of exhibitions catalogues in public art institutions is nowadays 

predominantly guided by the idea of achieving this balance between a scholarly 

publication and a popular one – as much as this principle is followed in a range of other 

ancillary activities that accompany such exhibitions.  

 

In the next chapter curatorial practice and strategies of the commercial art sector will be 

examined. 

 

 

                                                 
53 Bojic, Zoja, Sunce juznog neba, pogled na umetnost u Australiji danas, Srpska knjiga, Ruma, 2003 
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Chapter VI 

 
 

The art of curating. 

Curating art exhibitions in commercial galleries; 

curating private collections 
 

 

 

The curators working in public art institutions can rely on teamwork in mounting not only 

an exhibition but also the show’s educational and audience development activities. Many 

such ancillary activities are usually restricted when the exhibitions are mounted in 

commercial galleries and artists run spaces. An exception to this is the production of 

exhibition catalogues that not only describe a show in a commercial gallery space in a 

form of a monographic study but also sometimes allow for some more experimental 

productions.  

 

A catalogue can serve several different interconnected purposes that are shaped by the 

nature of the exhibition as well as the nature of the institution - public or commercial - in 

which the exhibition takes place. While the public art galleries can, and despite the cost 

often do, publish a catalogue raisonné,  the exhibition apparatus that accompanies a 

commercial exhibition in most commercial exhibition spaces, given their purpose and 

space limits, ordinarily focuses exclusively on the scope of the show limited by such 

constraints. However, curating an exhibition in a commercial gallery space and/or writing 

up a catalogue essay for such an exhibition may require high level of research and 

scholarship. Among such catalogue essays that accompanied commercial galleries 

exhibitions are several that are in actual fact monographic studies such as several 

monographs originally conceived as catalogues written by the Australian academic Sasha 

Grishin.
54

 Among the other catalogues that draw on the nature of the exhibition but are 

somewhat deprived of a large exhibition apparatus are those that include the limited 

edition prints or the actual works on paper by the artist, such as the catalogue of a solo 

exhibition of the African artist Frédéric Bruly Bouabré in the not-for-profit Portikus 

exhibition space in Frankfurt am Main, Germany, 27 February to 4 April 1993.
55

  

 

The exhibiting of works by Bouabré over the period of some twenty years also serves as 

an excellent example of the interaction between the commercial galleries’ practice, the 

public art institutions and the private collections as they relate to several curatorial issues. 

Born in Zéprégühe, near Dalou, in the Ivory Coast in 1921, Frédéric Bruly Bouabré 

started drawing in 1948, dedicated himself to this vocation in the late 1970s, and began 

exhibiting his artworks internationally since the large group show Magiciens de la terre, 

                                                 
54 for example, Grishin, S,  John Wolseley: land marks, Craftsman House, North Ryde, NSW 1998 
55 Becker, W , König, K, Loock, U, Pöhlmann W, Frédéric Bruly Bouabré, Exhibition catalogue with inserted original 

colour drawing, signed and numbered, with texts by Frédéric Bruly Bouabré, André Magnin, Günter Metken and Ulrich 

Loock, edition of 100 uniques, Edition Braus and Portikus, Frankfurt am Main, Kunsthalle Bern, Haus der Kulturen der 

Welt, Berlin, and Ludwig Forum für internationale Kunst, Aachen, Heidelberg, 1993 – 1994 
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the Centre Pompidou, Paris, (and the Grande Halle at La Villette), May to September 

1989. André Magnin, the curator of African art presented at the Magiciens de la terre 

(Magicians of the Earth), remembers: ‘Three years of research on three-quarters of the 

earth’s surface area could not claim to offer a definitive picture, on a worldwide scale, of 

the state of contemporary art. Nor was that the objective of Magicians of the earth. The 

exhibition closed in September 1989 without becoming the big hit which we had 

expected.’
56

  

 

The year marked the establishment of the future major collection of African art and 

turned into the launching pad for the careers of several artists that exhibited at the 

Magicians.
57

 Only five years later, Bouabré’s work was exhibited alongside the work by 

Alighiero e Boetti in New York’s Dia Centre, 6 October 1994 to 25 June 1995, as 

Bouabré documented in the artwork reproduced below:  

 
 

 
 

Frédéric Bruly Bouabré, 1993, ballpoint pen and coloured pencil on cardboard 

 

In Australia, Bouabré´s works were first exhibited comparatively early, in 1992 - 1993, 

but not in a major public art institution or festival. Instead, one of his series was exhibited 

in a commercial gallery - at Ray Hughes Galleries, Sydney. 

 

 

                                                 
56 Magnin, A, Savané Yaya, Sottsass, E, Watkins, J, La Haute Diplomatie (High Diplomacy), catalogue, Ikon gallery, 

Birmingham, UK, 2007 
57 See for example Cannizzo, J, ‘Exhibiting Cultures: Into the Heart of Africa,’ Visual Anthropology Review, Vol. 7, 

No. 1, The Ethnology Department of the Royal Ontario Museum, spring 1991; Döring, T, ed, African cultures, visual 

arts and the museum sights/sites of creativity and conflict, Rodopi, Amsterdam, 2002 
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In an interview published in 2003, Ray Hughes said: 

 

‘In 1992, the artist John Firth-Smith and I went to Nigeria, Cameroon and Ivory Coast. 

Actually, in 1992 we were all facing financial hardship and that year and the year before 

quite a few commercial galleries went bust. In 1992, there was a major Matisse 

retrospective in New York. So I said - if I have to go bust, at least I should see the show 

in New York. And I wanted to go to Paris too. And then one of my mates, a gynecologist 

who was involved in cancer research, was going to Nigeria. So we all arranged to go to 

Nigeria. We presumed that in Australia there weren’t many African embassies - although 

in fact there were, you could walk into an embassy or a French consulate and apply for a 

visa, but this didn’t occur to us. So we thought we’d get a visa for Cameroon in London 

and for the Ivory Coast in Paris and that’s how we’d go to Africa.  

 

So we first went to New York to see Matisse. The very evening of our arrival I saw an 

exhibition of flags from Ghana in South Bank. The next day we saw a huge African 

collection. We didn’t dream that in only four weeks’ time we’d meet the star of African 

arts scene Frédéric Bruly Bouabré who went on to become the star of Documenta [in 

2002]. Bouabré´s works are made up of images and textual elements and they are all  

inter-related and interpret each other. Over the years, he has kept expanding his strikingly 

beautiful and honest visual sign-language, in the process managing to establish the 

connections between the nature, the cosmos and every object, every notion that he 

depicts.  

 

In New York we also saw a Picasso show. You are looking at Picasso, Matisse, Africa 

and what you see guides your imagination. That is the role of my gallery, to show 

unusual things, to open your eyes to something new, and to put the artworks into a 

context.  

 

Later on I went many times to Africa, mostly to Ghana. And I mounted several shows of 

African art, alongside the shows of the art of Haiti and many contemporary Chinese art 

shows. As for the financial aspect of African shows - that adventure can be considered 

my gift to Sydney. Some other gallery spaces in Sydney began showing this work only a 

decade later.  

 

In my experience, commercial galleries curators - just like those in the public art 

institutions - can designate an object as art, or validate an artist or artistic process. 

Bouabré´s works are just one such example. It is essential that a curator conducts a 

thorough research and that he is exceptionally well informed about the context of each 

artwork selected for the show. All the exhibitions that we mount tell a coherent story - the 

manner in which the selected artworks are exhibited must tell a new story, give these 

artworks a new meaning. 

 

Our own collections are perhaps lesser known to the public as only a fraction of our 

collections is on public display, but their content is of course well known not only to the 

private collectors but also to the public art collecting institutions.’
58

  

                                                 
58 Bojic, Z, Sunce juznog neba, pogled na umetnost u Australiji danas, Srpska knjiga, Ruma, 2003 
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Indeed the AGNSW acquired Bouabré´s works from the Ray Hughes Gallery only in 

2005, at the Ray Hughes gallery’s showing of his later work, 18 February to 15 March 

2005.  
 

     
 

     
 

Frédéric Bruly Bouabré, (Ivory Coast, b.1923), There are tears in all the human races, 2003, 

drawing, coloured pencil on paper, 14 panels (14 framed drawings: each 19 x 12.5 cm sheet; 28 x 

21 x 2.5 cm frame), Don Mitchell Bequest Fund and the Mervyn Horton Bequest Fund, 2005, 

31.2005.a-n   

 

However, this was not the first showing of Bouabré’s work at the AGNSW. The AGNSW 

was the main venue for the Sydney Biennale 1996 curated by its then Artistic Director Dr 

Lynne Cooke, titled Jurassic Technologies Revenant (27 July to 22 September 1996), 

where the show spread on three levels. The work of Frédéric Bruly Bouabré was 
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displayed adjacent to the work The story of my country by the Italian/American artist 

Francesco Clemente.
59

  

 

Bouabré’s contribution was composed of images under the common title GBI and Zdcro 

but installed in somewhat less familiar manner: whilst the usual practice of installing 

them focuses on grouping them together to form a whole, the Sydney Biennale curator 

seems to have followed the artist’s wishes. Within the drawn frames of the explanatory 

text of his images (always in French, as his native Bété language has no written culture of 

its own) Bouabré included arrows, and the curator positioned the images following their 

directions.  

 

The end result was a pattern that zig-zagged around the display of works by other artists, 

thus enhancing the story told by Bouabré’s comic-book-like images. The 1996 Biennale 

was restricted to (only) forty artists for two reasons, as per the words of Dr Lynn Cook: to 

allow for the curatorial interpretation of the show; and to present ‘a substantial statement 

rather than a sample.’ In about seven years since Bouabré’s work was first presented to 

international audiences in a major public show and about four years since it was first 

presented to Australian audiences in a commercial gallery, Bouabré was included in the 

selection of the forty most interesting artists world-wide. In that period, the showings of  

Bouabré works included a large exhibition at an internationally relatively lesser known 

not-for-profit gallery, Portikus, Frankfurt am Main, 27 February to 4 April 1993. The 

reproductions below document the showing of Bouabré’s works in the Portikus. 

 

   

                                                 
59 Bojic, Z, Sunce juznog neba, pogled na umetnost u Australiji danas, Srpska knjiga, Ruma, 2003 
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The 1993 gallery Portikus display of Frédéric Bruly Bouabré, Alphabet Bété, 1991-1992,  a group 

of 449 images, ballpoint pen and coloured pencils on paper,  13.5x19 cm each, collection 

CA.A.C., The Pigozzi Collection 

 

The display of the artist’s works in many other shows have followed the same pattern - 

rows of images arranged to be ‘read’ consecutively and forming pictorial sentences and 

paragraphs. Indeed, a series of some 449 works by Bouabré, produced mostly in 1991 

and 1992, are titled Alphabet Bété and represent an invented phonetic alphabet, the 

syllables of the Bété language. The artist himself wrote in the catalogue: ´The alphabet is 

the indisputable pillar of human language. It is the hearth where the memory of man 

lives. It is a very effective recipe against forgetfulness, the feared factor of ignorance.. 

Africa has been looked down on as being the ´continent without an alphabet´. The 

present-day instrument used by black Africa as its tool is European and in reality the 

‘spearhead’ of the coloniser.’ This very imagery, exhibited at Portikus, was exhibited 

almost a decade later at a major international contemporary art show, Documenta 11, 

Kassel, Germany, in 2002.  

 

The modest exhibiting of this imagery in a solo show at the Portikus was accompanied by 

an already mentioned limited edition catalogue that included original artworks. Kasper 

König, one of the curators of the show, wrote at the time: ‘The experiment undertaken by 

exhibiting the works of Bouabré in our local context consists in questioning to what 

extent a form of art that is neither abstract nor formal but equally narrative and heraldic 

can attain a standing in the context of Western art production.’
60

  

 

The Documenta 11 showing (reproduced on the next pages) presented the same imagery 

in a similar display, yet given the international scope of this major group show - and the 

educational and marketing activities that accompanied it - resulted in greatly raising 

awareness of this artist’s oeuvre. André Magnin, the curator of African art presented at 

the show Magiciens de la terre (Magicians of the Earth), remembers that Magiciens had 

been turned down by Documenta 8 before the 1989 Paris show:  

                                                 
60 Becker, W , König, K , Loock, Ul, Pöhlmann, W, Frédéric Bruly Bouabré, Exhibition catalogue with inserted 

original colour drawing, signed and numbered, with texts by Frédéric Bruly Bouabré, André Magnin, Günter Metken 

and Ulrich Loock, edition of 100 uniques, Edition Braus and Portikus, Frankfurt am Main, Kunsthalle Bern, Haus der 

Kulturen der Welt, Berlin, and Ludwig Forum für internationale Kunst, Aachen, Heidelberg, 1993 – 1994 
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‘It was probably too soon for those of a conservative mindset, and the public at large, to 

appreciate the significance of such an event. We were on the threshold of the twenty-first 

century, issues of globalization were suddenly on everyone’s lips, yet it was still too early 

and, it seems, too risky, to take the liberty of showing artists from the world’s various 

contemporary cultures on an equal footing.’ 
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Frédéric Bruly Bouabré, the display at Documenta 11, Kassel, Germany, June to 15 September 

2002   

 

 
 

The same principle was applied in exhibiting Bouabré’s work L'invention de la casquette 

(reproduced above) at the large group exhibition 100 % Africa, Guggenheim Museum, 

Bilbao, Spain, 12 October 2006 to 18 February 2007.  
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In stark contrast to these displays and their installations - not necessarily traditional, as 

the curators clearly followed the pattern that the artworks dictated - is a more recent show 

that included Bouabré’s work in a relatively small commercial gallery, Galerie Peter 

Herrmann, Berlin, Germany, in 2005. The installation at the Galerie Peter Herrmann, 

despite the space restrictions, allows the individual images some breathing space yet it 

too follows the pattern dictated by the artworks. Given the series’ title, the Dreams, the 

curator of this show, cleverly using the natural and the artificial light, allowed the dream-

like quality of this imagery to shine through - in the process becoming instantly 

recognised by the audience.   

 

 
 

The display of works by Frédéric Bruly Bouabré from the series Dreams, 2000, ballpoint pen and 

coloured pencils on paper, 13 x 18,5 cm each, group exhibition Groß und Quer, Galerie  Peter 

Herrmann, Berlin, September to October 2005  

 

If Bouabré’s work itself dictates the manner in which to be installed, the exhibition 

catalogues can also serve a curatorial purpose of telling the story through both the 

imagery display and the text. One such example is the beautiful catalogue that 

accompanied the biggest ever retrospective exhibition of Bouabré’s works that featured 

his new series La Haute Diplomatie (High Diplomacy) at the not-for-profit Ikon gallery 

in Birmingham, UK, August to 16 September 2007. La Haute Diplomatie featured 193 

drawings each representing a different country installed in alphabetical order and grouped 

by continent. This grouping - accidentally or not - has also been read by some critics as 

the artist’s political statement.  
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A large number of works by Bouabré exhibited at these - and many other - international 

venues: commercial galleries, not-for-profit galleries, major international group shows or 

sold at auctions, come from one and the same collection the Jean Pigozzi Collection - The 

Contemporary African Art (CAAC) based in Geneva,
61

 curated over the past twenty 

years by André Magnin, the curator of the Paris Magiciens show in 1989. This is how he 

describes his curatorial practice:
62

 

 

 ‘Putting together a collection is not a matter of leafing through catalogues and picking 

what you like. It requires lots of commitment, personal investment and passion
63

 and it 

goes without saying that working with an African artist demands the same disciplined 

approach as with any other artist: you must meet with them, listen attentively to what 

they have to say, familiarize yourself with the context, and understand the art. . . There is, 

however, a difference: the real geographic and cultural distance between you and the 

artist. You must therefore find the means and lots of time to ‘lessen’ this distance.  

 

[...] The way in which we operate is unique, and offers many fewer constraints than a 

public institution, where acquisitions are usually decided in committee. A museum is not 

in the habit of delegating a consultant to spend years putting together a collection. A 

museum does not have to anticipate trends in the art market, or whether a certain artist 

might, hypothetically, make it big some day.
64

 It is not concerned about being exhaustive; 

                                                 
61 To see the collection, follow the link www.caacart.com/  
62 Magnin, A, A Prospecting Life http://www.caacart.com/about_am_en.php 
63 Several important issues related to art collecting are addressed by many authors including Pearce, S, Collecting in 

Contemporary Practice, Sage Publications, UK, 1998; Martin, P, Popular Collecting and the Everyday Self: The 

Reinvention of Museums?, Leicester University Press, Leicester, 2000; Myers, F, ‘Collecting Aboriginal art in the 

Australian nation: two case studies,’ Visual Anthropology Review, Vol. 21, No. 1-2, The Ethnology Department of the 

Royal Ontario Museum, spring/fall 2005; Belk, R, Collecting in a Consumer Society, Routledge, London, 1995 
64 The vast literature on the subject of art market includes Robertson, I, Understanding International Art Markets and 

Management, Routledge, 2005; Timms, P, What's Wrong with Contemporary Art?, UNSW Press, Sydney, 2004; 

Plattner, S, High Art Down Home: An Economic Ethnography of a Local Art Market, University of Chicago Press, 

http://www.caacart.com/
http://www.caacart.com/about_am_en.php
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a few works might suffice to represent an important artist. It does not take the same risks. 

We help artists to gain recognition, while a museum confirms that they have been 

recognized. Private collectors like Jean Pigozzi, who have the freedom to acquire a large 

number of works by a single artist, are a rare commodity. We have enabled certain artists 

to become accessible and visible to an international audience. An artist is not something 

that you can ‘construct,’ but he does need support, advice and encouragement, so that his 

work can develop and mature. [...] 

 

Over the past twenty years, I have established many connections, trained colleagues who 

are loyal and extremely reliable and built professional relationships and precious 

friendships. [...] The traveling I do in search of new prospects for the collection offers me 

many exquisite and rare moments: each time I come across a work in a studio that 

touches me; whenever I accompany Bruly Bouabré into ‘his chapel’ in Zéprégühé, his 

native village; or when Seydou Keïta and Malick Sidibé entrust me with their negatives, 

and I realize the full magnitude and the beauty of their work; all the moments shared with 

Alighiero e Boetti and Frédéric Bruly Bouabré while preparing the World Envisioned 

exhibit for the Dia Center for the Arts of New York; spending entire days in Chéri 

Samba’s workshop. All of these moments constitute unique memories that make me love 

what I do so much.’  

 

 
 

Frédéric Bruly Bouabré, Bogoulago, 1990, 17 drawings, ballpoint pen and coloured pencils on 

paper, 36.5 x 20.5 cm, coll. CA.A.C., The Pigozzi Collection 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                 
Chicago, 1996; Plattner, S, ‘A Most Ingenious Paradox: The Market for Contemporary Fine Art,’ American 

Anthropologist, Vol. 100, No. 2, National Science Foundation, Arlington, June 1998; Joy A, Sherry J, ‘Disentangling 

the paradoxical alliances between art market and art world,’ Consumption, Markets and Culture, Volume 6, Number 3, 

Routledge, September 2003 
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Chapter VII 

 
 

The art of curating art for contemporary audiences.  

Curating short-term and  outdoor displays  
 

 

 

In the previous chapter it has been demonstrated how, despite the paradox of art as 

commodity, commercial galleries, where the shows are curated in accord with the 

galleries’ primary purpose, can actively contribute to the assessment and recognition of 

an artist’s work. Equally influential in shaping much of contemporary art practice are 

artists, critics, curators, sociologists and historians. In this chapter the convergence of 

these diverse disciplines will be discussed through an analysis and evaluation of artworks 

presented at major art events and outdoor displays. We will be looking at the history of 

such exhibitions, forms of staging and events, and questions of the curatorship rationales 

and spectatorship. 

 

Across the world, there are virtually hundreds of annual, biennial and triennial 

spectacular contemporary art exhibitions taking place at any one time. Their common 

purpose is simply to showcase the current art practice - but their objectives vary 

considerably. For example, the main objective of the Venice Biennale is to present 

contemporary art practice to European audiences; that of Delhi Triennale (Trienale of 

India) is to foster an artistic exchange between the past, current and future participants; 

the São Paulo Art Biennial aims to present the art practices from around the world to 

Brazilian audiences and to present the arts of Brazil to the world; whilst the main 

objective of Sydney Biennale is to present the art created overseas to Australian 

audiences.  

 

These main objectives of course change as the manifestations outgrow their original 

purposes and as the socio-political circumstances permit. The role of curators of these 

shows similarly changes to accommodate these differences as much as the differences in 

art practice. In a manner similar to the curating an exhibition in a public art institution, 

the curators of such large shows rely on support of smaller or larger teams, where the 

team responsibilities include administrative assistance (including sponsorship), curatorial 

assistance, registration, research and writing assistance, installation assistance and of 

course educational, audience development and marketing assistance. Yet the role of 

curator of large short-term displays such as the Biennale of Sydney can be summed up as:  

 

 ‘There’s a lot to be said for the single artistic director and a particular vision or 

interpretation. The more partisan and partial the better, because no exhibition is 

definitive. Any one vision will be replaced or succeeded by another with a totally 

different perspective. I feel a series of strong but different positions is much more 

challenging and, ultimately, more productive than consensus mentality. Curating a 

biennale is an enormous responsibility, undertaken with a sense of commitment. 
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Selection by committee is a different matter. Working on a team that occupies a tiny 

segment of one's total activity is very different to directing a biennale as one's primary 

occupation for a couple of years. [    ] 

 

The exhibition should not be read as transparent, as simply opening up a series of 

thematic issues that are embedded in the work on display. It has to be understood as an 

exhibition tout court, rather than merely a conjunction of works of art. What is needed at 

the moment [    ] is interpretation. Rather than simply providing yet more information, 

curators do a greater service by attempting to find issues, thematics and areas that provide 

a focus for their exhibitions. Secondly, it’s more satisfying to have a substantial statement 

rather than a sample. [    ]  Exhibitions need to be more self-reflexive. They have to look 

at their own internal histories and the fact that they belong to a specific genre or 

typology, and how that relates to a history of exhibition-making. Reflexivity should be 

part of the exhibition,’ Dr Lynne Cooke, artistic director, Biennale of Sydney Jurassic 

Technologies Revenant, 27 July - 22 September 1996.
65

 

 

 
 

The Eighth Triennale India, Lalit Kala Academy, Delhi, 1982  

 

Indeed, if we look at history of curating such shows, we can see the changes in patterns 

within curatorial practice. Venice Biennale (Biennale di Venezia),
66

 established 1895, 

was initially showing objects from the realm of so-called ‘decorative arts’ (applied arts, 

crafts, design) - whilst today it comprises a curated international contemporary art show, 

                                                 
65 www.biennaleofsydney.com.au/. Vast literature on this subject includes Boeri, S, Obrist, H, Rehberg, V, ‘Moving 

Interventions: Curating at Large,’ Journal of Visual Culture, Vol. 2, No. 2, 2003; Ferguson, B, Greenberg, R, Nairne, S, 

Thinking about Exhibitions, Routledge, 1996; Reeve, J, The Art of Showing Art, 2nd ed. Council Oak Publishing Inc., 

Tulsa, 2002; Witteborg, L, Good Show! A Practical Guide for Temporary Exhibitions, 2nd ed. Smithsonian Institution 

Traveling Exhibition Service, Washington, D.C, 1991; Klein, L, Exhibits: Planning and Design, Madison Square Press, 

New York, 1986; Ham, S, Environmental Interpretation: A Practical Guide for People with Big Ideas and Small 

Budgets, Fulcrum, G, Colo, 1992; Crimp, D, ‘On the Museum's Ruins,’ On the Museum's Ruins, MIT, 1993; Reiss, J, 

From Margin to Center: The Spaces of Installation Art, MIT Press, 2001 
66 www.labiennale.org/en/  

http://www.biennaleofsydney.com.au/
http://www.labiennale.org/en/
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and a non-curated art show comprising of individual national exhibitions. The art 

Biennale of Venice actually grew from the practice of displaying artworks, curated by the 

individual countries, in thirty national pavilions (mostly dating from 1907) in the park 

Giardini (with countries without national pavilions nowadays showing their art in venues 

around town).  

 

But the other major show of Venice Biennale, the international themed exhibition 

specifically curated by a curator appointed for each Biennale edition, takes place in 

Italian Pavilion at the Giardini as well as in the old shipyard and naval depot Arsenale, 

with some of its buildings and spaces adjusted to this use. In 2007, Biennale of Venice 

showcased the works of some 800 artists from 77 countries and attracted some 300,000 

visitors to the five-month exhibition. With the Giardini setting, and particularly with the 

setting of Arsenale, the notion of indoor versus the outdoor exhibition space is blurred, 

also allowing for a greater audience interaction and participation; and the impact of 

curatorial practice on the relations between the viewer and the artwork. Within this 

setting, the practice of curating and the presence of contexts contributes to the deepening 

and expanding the viewer's engagement with contemporary art practice. 

 

The ideas promoted by the Venice Biennale have been taken up, in different forms, by 

some other large manifestations that display contemporary art practice. Among these is 

the São Paulo Art Biennial,
67

 founded in 1951 by the Italian Brazilian industrialist 

Ciccillo Matarazzo as a structural and curatorial replica of the Venice Biennale; Triennale 

India,
68

 established in 1968 by the academics of the Lalit Kala Akademi in Delhi and 

modelled upon  the Venice Biennale national presentations – here, by invitation – thus 

allowing for a greater exchange between the artists of participating countries; and 

Biennale of Sydney, established in 1973 by the Italian Australian industrialist Guido 

Belgiorno Nettis as an event that grew out of the prestigious Transfield Art Prize for 

contemporary art. Of these, only the Triennale India is not a curated event, whilst the 

other biennales mentioned are managed under the direction of rotating chief curators.  

 

Franco Belgiorno-Nettis AC CBE, Founding Governor, The Biennale of Sydney,  

November - December 1973, wrote in 2003: ‘Italy was very much alive in the early 

1970s - there were many parts to the Venice Biennale, not only the avant-garde in art but 

also in furniture and design. Such an event was exactly what Australia needed, a link to 

the world. To break the tyranny of distance, Australia needed some sort of connection. I 

felt it was important do something about opening up Australia and that is why I felt a 

Sydney Biennale could follow on the example of Venice. That was my great inspiration. 

 

Since 1973, and for more than a quarter century, the Biennale of Sydney  has been an 

event of great importance for contemporary art in Australia. Over the years it has 

contributed to changing audience attitudes, influencing art, fashion, design, and 

contemporary culture. There is a new maturity making Australia part of the globalisation 

process in a much wider context.’
69

  

                                                 
67 www.biennialfoundation.org/biennials/sao-paolo-biennialv/  
68 www.biennialfoundation.org/biennials/triennale–india/  
69 www.biennaleofsydney.com.au/. 

http://www.biennialfoundation.org/biennials/sao-paolo-biennialv/
http://www.biennialfoundation.org/biennials/triennale–india/
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The Biennale of Sydney has had several turning points in the history of its curating 

(including collective curating of the 2000 Biennale of Sydney by an International 

Selection Committee). Here, it is particularly worthwhile mentioning Biennale of 

Sydney’s three major interconnected characteristics: the audiences; the location; and the 

educational  and marketing aspect of this manifestation.  

 

The Sydney Biennale audiences have primarily been Australian audiences. This is how 

Dr Lynne Cooke, artistic director, Biennale of Sydney Jurassic Technologies Revenant, 

27 July - 22 September 1996 described it: ‘Sydney's Biennale is distinguished by its 

Australasian audience. Very few people from abroad see the exhibition, so it can be 

honed and focused towards local audiences. This gives it a particularity that differentiates 

it from a show like the Carnegie International, which brings a whole stew of international 

art world travellers to Pittsburgh. The positive side of this situation is that it permits the 

Biennale of Sydney to function as a more focused concentration on specific sites and 

their audiences.’  

 

This awareness of its audiences have informed the Biennale content to a great degree, 

specifically in terms of the inclusion of Australian Indigenous art (to a particularly great 

effect at Biennale 1982, Vision in Disbelief, curated by Bill Wright, which presented the 

largest indoor sand painting that covered the floor of one gallery at the AGNSW), and 

contemporary Asian art (literally since its inception in 1973 when over half of 

participating artists were from  nations in the Asia Pacific region).  

 

How did the awareness of the Biennale’s audiences inform the curatorial practice of the 

manifestation? Bill Wright, Artistic Director of the 1982 Biennale Vision in Disbelief (7 

April - 23 May 1982), described this relationship in an interview published in 2003: 

 

‘As then, I still regard the Biennale as being central in a greater sphere of informational 

and educational enrichment, for creative development as much as informing the 

population at large. It follows, if it is to enmesh with local perception and imagination, 

that it should, as in most biennales, include adequate representation from the host culture. 

From the outset I had favoured the notion of an inclusive, of necessity large biennale, one 

that would meaningfully contextualise a plurality of diverse creative forms in a way that 

would engage the creative attention of Australian artists, students and public alike.’
70

  

 

It was this very idea of bringing contemporary art to the Australian audiences that guided 

the organisation of a touring Sydney Biennale which in the year of Australia’s 

Bicentennial celebrations, 1988, travelled to Melbourne. It never toured again, but in 

1996 it included satellite exhibitions and programs in Canberra and Melbourne.  

 

However, the only location of Biennale of Sydney has since remained the city of Sydney, 

but the exhibition’s topography has changed somewhat over several decades: in 1973, the 

exhibition was held in then new venue of the Sydney Opera House, and has since spread 

across the city to include major art institutions such as AGNSW, Artspace in the Gunnery 

                                                 
70 Bojic, Z, Sunce juznog neba, pogled na umetnost u Australiji danas, Srpska knjiga, Ruma, 2003 
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(which is, coincidently, the namesake of the Venice Arsenale) and the Museum of 

Contemporary Art (since 1998) as well as spaces that ordinarily don’t exhibit artworks 

such as a then new and immense venue, the Bond Store (1990). At times, it ‘went out’ to 

greater Sydney (1990), and at other times it focused on the city life such as the 1998 

exhibition, every day, curated by Jonathan Watkins, that included displays in the city’s 

streets and public transport.  

 

The biennales of 1998 and 2004 (On Reason and Emotion, curated by Isabel Carlos, 4 

June - 15 August 2004), obviously inspired by the Venice Biennale park of the Giardini, 

put in great use the Sydney city parks. The 1998 show spread across the Royal Botanic 

Gardens (and the Gardens' ponds) and the gardens of Government House, particularly 

well suited to displaying  corrugated garden sheds that were scattered throughout the 

gardens. 

 

Some Biennales of Sydney were modelled upon the Arsenale setting of Venice Biennale, 

to include not only the Gunnery (Arsenale) building but also the Pier 2/3 at the Warf (to a 

particularly memorable effect in 1988 that displayed an installation of two hundred 

Ramingining burial posts) as well as some of the city’s islands ordinarily not in great 

public use (the Goat Island in 1998, and the Cockatoo Island in 2008).  

 

The free ferry service transported the visitors to the islands, with the 2004 Biennale using 

both the outdoor and the indoor spaces on the Cockatoo Island mostly for the display of 

visual and sound installations. One of the works, I am not me, the horse is not mine 

(2008), by the South African artist William Kentridge, was a site-specific film and image 

projection collage that used the interior architecture of an island building not only as a 

background to the projected work but as part of it. 

 

Another work by Kentridge, What Will Come (Has Already Come), although not created 

as a site-specific work, was displayed in accord with the nature of the work (reproduced 

on the next page). In contrast, many video- or sound-based works displayed at several 

indoor spaces (and an and outdoor space) on the island, could have just as well been 

exhibited at any other indoor venue, in a public art institution or an alternative indoor 

space anywhere in Sydney. Hence the Cockatoo island location of this section of the 

2004 Biennale was largely misused or under-used.   
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William Kentridge, What Will Come (Has Already Come), 2007, 35mm film transferred to video, 

8:40 mins, 118 cm diameter. Installation, Cockatoo Island, the 16th Biennale of Sydney, 2008 

 

However, the many visitors to the Cockatoo island, and other Biennale venues, prove that 

the educational and marketing aspects of several decades of the existence of Sydney 

Biennale have succeeded in their aims: to foster the cultural exchange with Australia and 

to help promote contemporary art. Biennale’s educational component has developed hand 

in hand with the curatorial practice of the manifestation since the Visions in disbelief 

Biennale curated by Bill Wright,  1982, that introduced an exceptionally ambitious 

Australia-wide outreach satellite exhibitions and education program.  

 

‘This program left a legacy of friendships and professional relationships which 

subsequent Biennales would continue,’ wrote Paula Latos-Valier, the then general 

manager of the Sydney Biennale in 2003 at the Biennale’s website. To this day, the 

outreach program that brings international artists to schools, universities and museums 

elsewhere in the country, has been of great importance for local artists and audiences.  

 

Also at the Sydney Biennale website, Bill Wright wrote about the educational aspect of 

the 1982 Biennale: ‘The rebound energy resulted in an unprecedented level of attendance 

and involvement at the events and forums. It is vital to its ongoing success to fully 

comprehend that the Biennale is not just an exhibition; its scope and diversity are critical 

factors for nourishing artistic development as much as wider audience engagement. I 

have listened recently with some dismay to people reiterating the view that small is 

beautiful, a show tailored only to engage the enthusiasm of the culturally committed few. 

I daresay one of the most satisfying aspects of the Biennale 82 was its scale/scope, its 

energy, its public engagement, and its flow-on of debate and conjecture.’ 
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The Sydney Biennale, possibly as much as the Venice Biennale, has sometimes been 

accused of excessive marketing – banners, posters, flags, print and electronic media 

advertising and publicity. Venice Biennale’s revenue is 40 % of its running cost, hence 

selling the tickets is an important financial concern. Sydney Biennale is an event free to 

public – hence its marketing department is selling the idea and represents an intellectual 

investment.  

 

The Biennale 2008, Revolutions - Forms That Turn, curated by Carolyn Christov-

Bakargiev, also introduced an important new marketing initiative. Its website importantly 

included a cultural tourism marketing blurb, Art compass 2008, about the peer events in 

the broader region of Asia Pacific. It read: ‘Five cities. Five exhibitions. Five 

perspectives. - This September, visit the Asia–Pacific’s five leading contemporary art 

events. Navigate Art Compass and plan your itinerary at www.artcompass2008.com’ The 

art events listed were:  Sydney  (16th Biennale of Sydney: Revolutions – Forms That 

Turn 18 June – 7 September) Gwangju (7th Gwangju Biennale: Annual Report 5 

September - 9 November) Shanghai (7th Shanghai Biennale: Translocalmotion, 9 

September - 16 November), Singapore (2nd Singapore Biennale: Wonder, 11 September - 

16 November), and Yokohama (3rd Yokohama Triennale: Time Crevasse, 13 September 

- 30 November). Although Sydney Biennale does not attract large  international 

audiences, this positioning of the event half a world away from its Venice namesake 

within the art network of the broader region betrays the organisers’ interest in 

undertaking a new direction in staging - and curating - the show to address the new, 

international, audiences.   

 

In stark contrast to the 2008 Sydney Biennale’s inappropriate use of the Cockatoo island 

as a venue is the Sculpture by the Sea, Bondi, a carefully curated and installed annual 

outdoor temporary display of many sculptural works originally not created as site-

specific. Sculpture as a medium renders itself to outdoor display. This major art show in 

Sydney, directed by David Handley, has expanded to other parts of Australia and 

overseas through two sister-manifestations, the Cottesloe Beach Sculpture by the Sea and 

the Aarhus, Denmark, Sculpture by the Sea exhibition.  

 

The Australian sculptor Ron Robertson-Swann has been curating or co-curating the 

manifestation since its inception in 1997. In 2008, the three-week show, comprising over 

one hundred sculptures from seven countries, was co-curated by Ron Robertson-Swann 

and Axel Arnott, Head Curator (trained as a landscape architect); and installed by 

Technical Site Curator, James Collis (trained in industrial design and with a vast 

experience in theatre production) and Planning & Administration Site Curator, Andreas 

Sletting Olsen (trained as a building engineer).  

 

The two kilometres of the Bondi to Tamarama coastal walk provided the inspiration to 

the director of the show, David Handley: ‘I do not know about you but I develop sensory 

over load in less than 30 minutes in an art gallery.  This does not happen when the sea is 

the back drop. [    ]  
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All around me I saw natural plinth after natural plinth where sculptures of all descriptions 

could be installed. I like to joke that it was as if God and the Mayor of Waverley had got 

together to create the perfect site for a sculpture park.  Over 2 kilometres there are a 

variety of environments in which the artists can play.  We can truck in huge sculptures 

and crane them into position on the headland overlooking Bondi Beach or the Tasman 

Sea, while just 50m away small works can be nestled among the nooks and crannies of 

the rocks.  Add to the mix the cafes, restaurants and sex appeal of Bondi and Tamarama 

and it works.  So much so that on a $400 marketing budget in year one 25,000 people 

turned up for our one day show.’  

 

‘Curating and installing the show includes not only a number of curatorial staff but also 

the staff that run ancillary departments such as an Exhibition Production Manager,  

International Artist Coordinator, Exhibition Coordinator, Sponsorship & Philanthropy 

Manager, Education Manager and Sales Manager. The core aims of the event are: being 

free to the public; engaging the public en masse; thereby   contributing to the life of 

Sydney and our sense of community; while facilitating the dreams of artists. ‘Above and 

beyond everything it’s the majesty and theatre of sculpture set against the back drop of 

the sea that creates such a potent mix.  One day the sea is raging, the next it’s lake 

Bondi.’ Said David Handley, the director of the Sculpture by the Sea.
71

 

 

 
 

Tim Kyle, i-sea, Sculpture by the Sea, Bondi, 2007 

 

                                                 
71 Handley, David, ‘Art and the Sea,’ A Talk for the Benevolent Society at its gala dinner,  

Art Gallery of NSW, 5 May, 2007 
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Marguerite Derricourt, arboretum, Sculpture by the Sea, Bondi, 2007 

 

 
 

Margarita Sampson, Urchins, stretch lycra, tent poles, audio aquipment, 3 pieces; largest, 210 x 

150 x 90 cm, Sculpture by the Sea, 1997  
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Almost an extension of the Sculpture by the Sea, the Ephemeral Art the Invisible Lodge, 

February - March 2008, co-curated by David Handley, the art critic and writer Peter 

Timms and the Bett Gallery, Hobart, director Dick Bett, is a temporary outdoor site-

specific display of temporal (ephemeral) artworks, held at the Friendly Beaches, 

Freycinet Tasmania. 

 

The show is curated not only in relation to the location but to its topography, as the artists 

have used the natural characteristics of the open space to create the artworks that would 

change – and eventually vanish – with the passage of time. This is how Peter Adams,  

one of the artists participating in the event, described his work in his blog An artist’s life 

4 posted on Friday, February 15, 2008.
72

 

  

‘You see, the past two weeks have been spent preparing for and executing a site specific 

sculpture at the Friendly Beaches Eco-Lodge on the east coast of Tasmania. The only 

requirements were that the sculpture was to be “ephemeral”, be comprised of natural 

materials and relate to the surrounding environment before degrading back into nature. 

[...] 

 

The photos below are of the actual “sand galaxy” mandala constructed over the past week 

at the lodge.  

 

   
 

                                                 
72 http://www.windgrove.com/ee/index.php/weblog/an_artists_life_4/ 

http://www.windgrove.com/ee/index.php/weblog/an_artists_life_4/
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Peter Adams, Sand galaxy mandala, 460 individual “seed” mounds, overall diameter 6.5 meters, 

individual mounds size variable (3 inches to 2 feet diameter) 

 

As for the ephemeral quality of the piece, within an hour of “finishing” it a gale force 

storm roared in and lashed the area with wind and rain. At the time it hit, I was on the 

way to a local restaurant to celebrate the completion of the sculpture.  

 

As I sat at the dining table looking out through the gigantic plate glass window that 

framed the beautiful Mt. Hazards, I was doing anything but celebrating. Too bad about it 

only lasting an hour, I thought. My only consolation was that I had at least made it 

ephemeral; sort of like the sand mandalas the Gyoto monks create and then cast away off 

the mountain or into the sea.  

 

In bed that night the rain drumming on the roof constantly belted out the refrain of 

temporality to all existence.  

 

The following morning my fears proved groundless. The rain did change the sculpture, 

but not in a destructive manner. 
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In fact, the effect of the hitting rain drops was to create a beautiful hammered look, much 

like a stone sculptor would impart on granite.  
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Yes, it lost the smooth, pristine quality of fine, dry sand slowly drizzled, but it’s new 

appearance was—as in the changing of all life forms—just an ageing process that could 

be looked at with either awe or a sense of loss. I choose the former.’     

 

In contrast to the ephemeral artworks on temporary display that even when documented 

remain ephemeral, the many artworks shipped to be displayed at the Sydney Biennale 

which would otherwise have remained out of the reach of local collections, have 

remained in Australia. Many Sydney Biennale are now part of the permanent collections 

of state galleries and art museums such as the NGA, Canberra (Fujiko Nakaya, Fog 

sculpture, Biennale 1976); AGNSW, Sydney (Rebecca Horn and Miriam Schapiro, 

Biennale 1984; Jannis Kounellis and Richard Deacon, 1988; Haim Steinbach, Gerhard 

Richter, Perejaume and Svetlana Kopystiansky, 1992/1993); MCA, Sydney (Jorg 

Immendorf, Cindy Sherman, 1984).  
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Chapter VIII 
 

Contemporary curating:  

the question of cultural identity 
 

 

The question of cultural identity and cultural sensitivity in dealing with artworks by 

artists from diverse cultures and with the multi-cultural audiences (as are the Sydney 

Biennale audiences as much as those of the Venice Biennale) is one of the crucial issues 

in the art of curating contemporary art for contemporary audiences. This chapter is 

concerned with these very issues using as a case study the presentations of contemporary 

Iranian art in Iran, for Iranian audiences in contrast to the presentations of contemporary 

Iranian art outside Iran, for international, hence multi-cultural audiences.  

 

The wealth of contemporary scholarship and art practice in Iran, with its variety of 

artistic expressions, from the symbolism of Revolution, war and re-building the nation to 

the practice that deals with cultural memory, is obvious to every visitor to Iran. However, 

the lack of historical distance and indeed the Eurocentric nature of contemporary art 

history outside Iran, makes a serious analysis an almost impossible task. The question of 

global intellectual accessibility of contemporary art in Iran is one of the utmost 

importance for artists, scholars and audiences alike.  

 

Contemporary Iranian art practice, built on millennia-long traditions and many layers of 

cultural memory, despite its richness remains somewhat of a mystery to many from the 

arts community outside Iran.
73

 This cultural memory has been characterised, possibly 

since the very establishment of Persepolis, by a symbiosis of what is often termed 

‘applied arts’ and ‘fine arts;’ its blending of multiple artforms such as poetry, music, 

coffee-shop performances (championed by the artist Marcos Grigorian), calligraphy (to 

name Mohhamed Ensai as just one of the artists working within this tradition) and the 

visual arts traditions. On a more ‘mystic’ level, it is characterised by metaphor and 

multiple iconographies; a search for ‘making visible that which is unsaid,’ as the artist 

Farah Ossuli defined it; through ‘layers of meaning, like in a novel’ to quote the artist 

Behrooz Daresh; and the omnipresent quest for capturing the ‘nothingness’ (articulated 

so eloquently in the works of Parviz Tanavoli). These very qualities of Iranian 

contemporary art have been at the core of art practices that have had an extraordinary 

impact on many other cultures, since the early encounters with the cultures of the ancient 

Greeks.  

 

                                                 
73 Balaghi, S, Gumpert, L, Picturing Iran: Art, Society and Revolution, Tauris and Co, London, New York, 2002; 

Canby, S, Persian Painting, Interlink, 2004; Eskandari Iraj, Hosseini-Rad, Abdolmajid,  Nami, Qolam Reza (eds.), 

Modern art movement – Iranian works from the collection of the Tehran Museum of Contemporary Art (catalogue), 

Institute for Promotion of Visual Arts, Tehran Museum of Contemporary Art, Tehran, 2006; Rose, I, Iranian 

Contemporary Art, Booth-Clibborn, 2001; Sims, E, Peerless Images: Persian Painting and Its Sources, Yale 

University Press, 2002   
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Let us examine the manner in which the works of some of the best established exponents 

of contemporary Iranian art communicate with the audiences outside the artists’ cultural 

parameters.
74

 Among such artists is Shirin Neshat (born in 1957 in Iran and living in the 

USA) whose work, which often addresses the subjects of femininity and violence, has 

enjoyed a significant response by international audiences since the early 1990s. Her 

mostly photography and video art practice that eloquently talks in universal symbols is 

also characterised by the universal issues of migration and identity – hence allowing for a 

high degree of recognition and acceptance of her work. However, it was only with her 

participation in a group exhibition in the French Institute in Morocco in 2001, when she 

had shown photographed women with the calligraphy inscribed on the faces, soles and 

hands, that her works have been deliberately exhibited to communicate with an audience 

from within the broader parameters of her cultural memory.
75

  

 

 

 
 

Behrooz Daresh, Installations, 2002, aluminum, thin wires, back-lit boxes, Venice Biennale 2003 

 

If Neshat’s work may want for communication within the parameters of the artist’s 

cultural memory, the works of many contemporary Iranian artists may be wanting for a 

broader communication outside their cultural parameters. One such obvious example is 

the display of works of the Iranian artists Behrooz Daresh and Ahmad Nadalian at the 

50
th

 Venice Biennale in 2003, under the auspices of Tehran Museum of Contemporary 

Art and Cultural Institute of Iran in Rome.
76

  

 

Although participation of Iranian artists in the Venice Biennale, selected from the 

Teheran Biennale manifestation, dates as far back as the 1960s, this showing marked the 

first participation of Iran in this major international art event after years of Iran’s 

seclusion. Under the more generic title of Dreams and Conflicts: The Dictatorship of the 

Viewer, the 50
th

 Venice Biennale (15 June - 2 November 2003) presented Iranian 

artworks within a Tehran Museum of Contemporary Art show titled Existence, Dream, 

Liberty – the very notions that can be seen as characteristics of the works exhibited. One 

                                                 
74 See Barker, E, Contemporary Cultures of Display, Yale University Press, 1999 
75

 Dabashi, Hamid,  Neshat, Shirin, Zaya, Octavio, Shirin Neshat: The Last Word, Charta/MUSAC; 2006 
76 Morgan, R, ‘Under the dome of time - Two Iranian sculptors,’ Sculpture, New York, March 2008 
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of the artists, Behrooz Daresh, is a painter as well as sculptor and musician, which is 

evident in the installation that he had exhibited. Composed of hundreds of aluminium 

sculptures, the installation used different coloured light boxes to convey the idea of 

change, impermanence and lightness, ultimately addressing the question of inner 

emotional freedom.   

 

The artist has further explored these very ideas in his Symbol of Freedom sculpture in 

Tehran’s Pasteur Square in 2006, with the work consisting of white-coated six nine-meter 

aluminum pillars and featuring a group of message-carrying birds flying from East to 

West. 

 

Message-carrying from East to West is not always the question of a simple flight, 

although a number of Iranian artists continue to exhibit overseas, facilitated by the 

intellectual support of serious international critics such as Robert Morgan and the 

magazine Sculpture. The Iranian showing at the 50
th

 Venice Biennale, however, opened 

the doors to many other Iranian artists including the Venice Biennale 2005 participants 

from Iran Bita Fayyazi Azad and Mandana Moghaddam in an exhibition again supported 

by Tehran Museum of Contemporary Arts.  

 

It has also opened the door to a greater international recognition of young and emerging 

artists from Iran. One such example are the Bonhams auctions held in 2008 in Dubai, 

United Arabic Emirates, that showed the works of the artists from Iran alongside those 

from the broader region – the Emirates, India and Pakistan.
77

  

 

Bonhams’ inaugural Middle East auction in March 2008 witnessed the first Middle East 

artist to achieve an auction sale of over $1m with Iranian Farhad Moshiri's work Eshgh 

(Love) that uses crystals and glitter on canvas. This sale propelled Moshiri into the realm 

of the highest achieving Iranian artist at auction and also introduced the works by Reza 

Derakshani, Korrosh Shishegaran and Pooran Jinchi; paintings by household names of 

Mohammed Ehsai, Reza Mafi and Marcos Grigorian and sculpture by Parviz Tanavoli, 

Jazeh Tabatabai and Bahman Dadkhah to the wider audience.  

 

‘From our experiences in emerging art markets such as Hong Kong and South Africa, we 

have noticed a growing trend for first time collectors to purchase contemporary art from 

their own indigenous regions,’ said Matthew Girling, Bonhams’ European and Middle 

East Chief Executive on the occasion of the Bonhams second Middle East sale for 

Modern and Contemporary Arab, Iranian, Indian and Pakistani Art at The One & Only 

Royal Mirage Hotel, Emirates, on Monday 24 November 2008.
78

   

 

                                                 
77 Bonham Auction House Press Release, Dubai, March 2008; Bonham Auction House Press Release, Dubai, 

November 2008 
78 Bonham Auction House Press Release, Dubai, March 2008; Bonham Auction House Press Release, Dubai, 

November 2008 
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Behrooz Daresh, Symbol of Freedom, 2006, Pasteur Square, Teheran. The photo shows the 

completion of installation 

 

 

 Naturally, cultural memory and cultural traditions
79

 captured by many contemporary 

Iranian artists speak eloquently through these artworks to the audiences familiar with 

these values. However, the auction had aimed to achieve more than simply addressing the 

audiences from ‘indigenous region.’  

 

‘We like to think we’re working as a bridge-builder between the traditional elites of the 

art world and a larger appreciative local audience,’ said Girling. Committed to 

‘increasing both regional and international awareness of local artists in the modern and 

contemporary art genre,’ as Mehreen Rizvi-Kursheed, Bonhams' Head of Modern and 

Contemporary Middle Eastern and Asian Art put it, the auction had, particularly 

importantly, included the works of the younger generation of Iranian artists. ‘Iranian 

artists have risen to such prominence on the emerging arts scene that we've dedicated 

                                                 
79 For a discourse on the construct of cultural memory see Bojic, Z, Stanislav Rapotec, a Barbarogenius in Australian 

Art, Andrejevic Endowment, Belgrade, Serbia, 2007 
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50% of our November auction to museum-quality Iranian works,’ said Mehreen Rizvi-

Kursheed.  

 

Indeed, since 2007, the younger generation of Iranian artists has presented an aspect of 

contemporary Iranian art practice to the broader international audiences with the 

exhibition Wishes and Dreams, curated by Nancy Matthews of the Meridian and A. R. 

Sami Azar, a former director of the Tehran Museum of Contemporary Art, touring 

several US cities in 2007. The journalist Carolee Walker wrote on the USINFO website:  

 

‘Young Iranian artists incorporate traditional Persian symbols in many of the abstract, 

minimalist or even digital and video works of art currently on exhibit at the Meridian 

International Center in Washington. The symbols help Iranian viewers connect to the 

artwork in Wishes and Dreams: Iran’s New Generation Emerges and to their heritage. 

 But even for American viewers, the symbols add depth, contrast and interest. The 

collection of modern works – approachable and aesthetically pleasing – introduces 

Americans to contemporary Iran.’
80

 

 

The keywords here are those that describe the American viewers’ reaction – the one 

devoid of this audience’s actual communicating with Persian symbols in any manner 

other than ‘interest’ that they might generate. The young artists’ use of traditional 

symbols in their work and their expressive use of elements traditionally associated with 

the applied arts (such as calligraphy) within the ‘fine arts’ artworks is not exclusive to 

those living in Iran. Several artists residing outside the country such as the Iranian 

Australian artist Hossein Valamanesh
81

 continually draw on the complex traditions of 

their Persian and Islamic cultural memory,
82

 the values of which are usually conveyed to 

the arts community outside Iran only through sporadic access to public or private arts 

collections such as the Khalili collection.  

 

These very cultural memory values are evident in the works of many artists that have 

been representing an aspect of Iranian art practice internationally since that Venice 

Biennale 2003. Again, the danger of misinterpreting or simply not understanding the 

cultural values as reflected in contemporary arts practice of Iran, cannot be stressed 

enough. As a reviewer Susann Wintsch wrote in her article ‘Iranian Art Today’ in the 

Nafas art magazine:  

 

‘But the art is especially drawn to the spectacular and the neo-exotic, so that the traps of 

market-strategic post-colonialism must also be avoided.’  

The same author also points out the dangers and the trappings of ‘self-orientalisation’: 

‘But one can also wonder about works that voluntarily abandon themselves to self-

orientalisation by some Iranian artists.’ 

                                                 
80 USINFO, produced by the Bureau of International Information Programs, US Department of State, 

http://usinfo.state.gov   
81

 Carter, P, Valamanesh, H, Hossein Valamanesh, Art and Australia monographs no. 3, Sydney, 1996; Radford, R, 

Thomas, S, Valamanesh, H, Hossein Valamanesh: A Survey, Art Gallery of South Australia, 2001 
82 See Grabar, O, Mostly Miniatures: An Introduction to Persian Painting, Princeton University Press, 2001  
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Hossein Valamanesh, Leave Your Shoes Here (detail), 2008, voile, felt, steel, lights, Persian 

carpets 
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‘Self-orientalisation’ is a term that of course cannot be used to describe only an aspect of 

a contemporary art practice. This construct is also evident in some presentations of 

traditional and classical values of Persian and Islamic heritage. Whilst the international 

arts community may be better aware of these values through highly professional 

international presentations of the Khalili collection both in exhibition and in published 

catalogues, many other presentations of Iranian art overseas, such as numerous popular 

exhibitions created for multicultural arts festivals and exhibition spaces, cannot offer a 

transmission of cultural values to broader audiences.  

 

Beyond the parameters of post-colonialism - and of ‘self-orientalisation’ as a reaction to 

it - is the process of cultural transmission. The very transmission of both the tangible and 

intangible cultural heritage, facilitated through much of the contemporary art practice in 

Iran, can only be achieved through an intensive and open communication.   
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thus provides a theoretical and scholarly background to an analysis of a variety of 

curatorial practices well established in the twentieth century and indicates the directions 

into which the scholarship of art curating is shifting in the twenty first century.  

 

The text is accompanied by a large number of reproductions illustrating particular points 

and issues discussed as well as the links to the official websites of major international art 

collecting and displaying institutions. This is particularly useful as the reader is 

encouraged to further explore a variety of curatorial practices as indicated in the body of 

the text of this volume. The volume is also accompanied with an extensive and up to date 
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Prof. dr. Aleksandar Petrović 

 

Књига др Зоје Бојић Art curatorship within and outside museum је веома корисна 

практична публикација написана пером врсног познаваоца светских музеја и 

њихове излагачке праксе. Али она није нипошто само то. Анализу музеологије др 

Зоја Бојић је подигла на раван метатеорије у којој се јасно осећа њен уметнички 

сензибилитет и њена резонанца са оним сублимним културним искуствима које 

музеји чувају. Нема заиста много тако изнијансираних и проосећаних искустава 

музејске праксе какве нуди ова студија др Зоје Бојић. Као и други радови овог 

писца, и ова студија је утемељена на великој ерудицији и сталном покушају 

остварења теоријске синтезе која даје могућност да се ствари сагледају на нови, 

свежији начин. Оваква студија на сваки начин представља догађај и издавач ће 

њеним објављивањем несумњиво повећати сопствени углед.  

 

Prof. dr. Aleksandar Petrović 

Faculty of Philology 

Belgrade University  
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